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Abstract

Next-generation sequencing technology has propelled the field of biology into the big data

era, and continual advancements in computing have now made it easier to explore complex

biological systems. However, analysing such highly complex data with conventional machine

learning algorithms can be troublesome as these techniques require a considerable amount of

feature engineering. Fortunately, a subfield of machine learning known as deep learning has

recently, shown evidence towards overcoming these issues. Such algorithms have initially

been applied in a genomic and transcriptomic setting. However, advancements in sequencing

technology have allowed proteomics to mature to the level where deep learning is now

a viable option. This thesis will primarily consider the application of deep learning for

modelling the various properties of a protein.

Although deep learning addresses some of the initial problems encountered when

analysing omic data, there is a series of different challenges that are still present when

applying deep learning algorithms. Even when using the latest approaches, a deep learning

model often requires a large amount of labelled data, which can be costly and time-consuming

to acquire. If there is not an adequate amount of data, then standard deep learning approaches

often underperform when compared to traditional machine learning algorithms. Also, these

models are black-box algorithms, which presents problems with the interpretation of the

predictions being produced by the model.

Given the variability within proteins, it can be difficult to summarise the data effectively

as information about the protein can be lost through feature engineering. In each research
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chapter of this thesis, we address the shortcomings of applying conventional machine learning

to model protein data using deep learning. In the first technical chapter, we begin with the

use of state-of-art subword encoding schemes. We prove that these new representations are

more beneficial and practical for pre-training when compared to the standard baselines. In

the next chapter, we go a step further and address the issue of applying deep learning models

to smaller datasets. In doing so, we explore how metric learning can be used to form a robust

model architecture that is capable of learning and ranking proteins from just a few labelled

examples. After this, we consider an approach that utilises both pre-training and metric

learning to reach a new state-of-the-art by using large unsupervised networks. In this chapter,

we leverage a BERT model that has been pre-trained on a vast quantity of proteomic data,

to model a collection of regression tasks using only a minimal amount of data. We adopt

a triplet network structure to fine-tune the BERT model for each dataset and evaluate its

performance on a set of downstream tasks. The first three strategies mentioned were tested

on a variety of downstream tasks: four protein property prediction tasks (plasma membrane

localisation, thermostability, peak absorption wavelength, enantioselectivity).

Additionally, this thesis includes a further two chapters that consider other challenges

encountered when modelling protein data. This begins with a chapter on applying pre-

training to improve upon the state-of-the-art in phosphorylation site modelling using a

brand-new convolutional transformer-based model. We evaluate our approach on a general

phosphorylation site dataset, and a variety of kinase-specific datasets. Additionally, to

emphasise that this is an example of white-box deep learning, we visualise the model’s

features to gain a better understanding behind the prediction of each site.

The final research chapter considers a state-of-the-art approach to modelling the interac-

tions between proteins and drugs. In this chapter, we leverage a set of BERT-style models

that have been pre-trained on vast quantities of both protein and drug data. The encodings

produced by each model are then utilised as node representations for a graph convolutional
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neural network, which in turn models the interactions without the need to simultaneously

fine-tune both protein and drug BERT models to the task. We evaluate the performance of our

approach on two drug-target interaction datasets that were previously used as benchmarks in

recent work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A discovery science can be defined as collecting and storing data that explains the elements

of a biological system. This form of research covers a variety of biological subfields such

as transcriptomics, genomics and proteomics. Technology has transformed these subfields

and modernised the data collection process [9, 10]. The introduction of whole-genome

sequencing tools, arrays, mass spectrometry has aided in gathering exponential amounts of

data from all subfields of biology. Improvements in computing, such as advanced storage

systems, make it more accessible to explore vast quantities of data and extract information

from these complex biological systems. A famous example is The Cancer Genome Atlas [11],

which is a project that has sampled various omics sources across dozens of different cancer

types. Other notable large-scale examples include the Human Microbiome Project [12],

ENCODE Project Consortium [13], The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [14] and the 100,000

Genomes Project [15], which are all continually growing and are publicly accessible omic

data resources. This style of omic based research is crucial for identifying novel biomarkers

for various diseases [16]. Even though these resources provide a better understanding of

various biological systems, it is still costly and time-consuming to accumulate and analyse

all this information. To address these issues, computational biology now plays a pivotal role

in such research. In bridging both the fields of biology and computer science, computational
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biology has continually impacted biology with constant improvements in technology and

computing. These innovations have led to a very data-driven form of analysis within the field

[9, 10], with the term Big Data being used frequently to refer to the scale of the data being

analysed.

Both medicine and disease research has benefitted from this massive influx of data and

improved data analytic approaches that stem from the fields of mathematics, statistics, and

computer science. These approaches have accelerated the rate at which results can be derived

from experimental data. These more intelligent systems rely less on human inputs. They can

reach conclusions about the data far faster than any human, which provides a less expensive

approach towards conducting biomarker research. Computational biology is tasked with

delivering new methods that address issues about the data without sacrificing accuracy, and

interpretability [17]. It is necessary to continually improve this analytical workflow, leading

to earlier diseases diagnosis, treatment response, and classification of any undiscovered

illness.

Modern computing has allowed for the integration of large complex databases capable

of measuring correlations between various systems through the use of data modelling ap-

proaches. Figure 1.1 outlines the current workflow for designing such a data model. This

diagram highlights how computational biology is presently a data-driven area of research.

However, due to the scale at which data is being collected, it is no longer feasible for human

interaction at every stage. Instead, modern computational approaches must be utilised to

determine new gaps within biomarker research. These large scale data analytic models will

then provide us with a new understanding of any biological system.

The emergence of Big Data has played a pivotal role in the development of Machine

Learning (ML) (a subset of Artificial-Intelligence (AI)), which is the study of building

mathematical algorithms that are capable of automatically improving through the experience

of modelling the task. The subfield has revolutionised how biologists model and analyse
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Fig. 1.1 Machine-Learning workflow for Modeling Omic Datasets.

findings, just as it has transformed various other data-driven areas of research. Suddenly,

with machine learning, the user can automate decision-making processes, locate and derive

patterns within data, and integrate various data streams without human intervention. These

data analytical techniques have paved the way for predictive modelling of multi-dimensional

datasets and have become an integral component of the research. Machine learning con-

tinuously impacts disease research and drug discovery as it provides new techniques to

handle this complex data, presents new perspectives, and generates novel hypotheses about

biological systems. However, with these opportunities comes a set of challenges concerning

simplifying, accelerating, and understanding the main components of these algorithms. These

issues must be addressed when applying machine learning to solve biological problems. A

subfield of machine learning known as deep learning (DL) aims to resolve these issues.

Compared with traditional machine learning methods, a deep learning model appears as a

promising alternative to other standard machine learning approaches as it can extract features

of highly complex data with little to no feature engineering required (Figure 1.1).

The work presented in this thesis examines and presents research in the field of proteomic

sequence analysis. The central focus is on developing protein sequence processing techniques
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to enhance modelling via state-of-the-art methods from other subfields of deep learning. This

introductory chapter captures the main research themes present throughout the thesis and

is laid out as follows: Section 1.1 outlines the overall problem statement and underlying

motivation for conducting the research. Section 1.2 presents the specific aims of the PhD

project. The novel research contributions presented in this thesis are defined in Section 1.3,

and lastly, Section 1.4 provides a complete thesis outline.

1.1 Motivation

This section will cover the academic aspect of this research and outline the need for continual

advancement in computational biology within the space of proteomic research. We will

discuss the motivations behind these advancements and how it relates to solving problems

within proteomic research. Moreover, we shall also consider the obstacles that hinder the

applications of computational biology, especially in the case of artificial intelligence and

data-driven analytics. When conducting this form research, is it essential to consider all

applications and implementations that may be useful to the end-user (i.e. a specialist within

biomarker research). The research carried out must be novel and relevant to the current

biology trends to address the gaps within the field while also reflecting the state-of-the-art

techniques used within machine learning. Therefore, the project deliverables are likely to

apply to other fields based on sequence analytics. By applying these modelling techniques,

we should be able to determine areas of improvement regarding the methods used to analyse

this kind of data.

1.1.1 Academic Motivation

High-throughput technologies such as next-generation sequencing [18] initiated the accelera-

tion of omic-based research (i.e. genes, proteins or biomolecules). The primary aim is to
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Fig. 1.2 Approximate number of published articles. The number of articles is based on the
search for deep learning approaches within omic research [1].

use this surge of omic data to map out biological pathways, which should provide a better

understanding of biological mechanisms that operate with specific diseases and improve the

response time to such conditions in each patient. These new data-driven forms of biomarker

research will then allow for personalised medicine by merging omic data, and additional

resources such as; medical images and clinical results of the patient [18, 19]. However, these

resources are often complex and heterogeneous, making it problematic to distil information

about the patient from the vast amount of data that has now been made available.

Improving the distillation methods used to analyse this data has been a primary motivation

for bioinformaticians and machine learning experts. It is an ongoing challenge to investigate

and explore all omic data without the need for human intervention. Feature engineering

is typically applied in a data pipeline when using standard machine learning techniques to

resolve this. However, more recently, machine learning experts have begun to employ more

sophisticated algorithms from the subfield of deep learning (DL) that do not require the

same level of feature engineering. This is visualised via Figure 1.2, which depicts the recent

interest in applying DL models within omic based studies. The main reason behind this
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shift is due to DL being better suited for creating predictive models and identifying intricate

patterns from these vast datasets [20], which require less feature engineering and provide an

opportunity to analyse omic data at its lowest level (i.e. without feature engineering).

Accuracy and interpretability are the foremost concerns when replacing human inter-

vention with an automated decision-making process. Improvements in next-generation

sequencing technologies will lead to exponential growth in the amount of multi-omics data

available. This will require us to rely on machines to analyse all the data generated without

making errors or returning false results. Therefore, it is paramount that these machines

use algorithms that are interpretable to provide the user with a better understanding of the

biological mechanisms. With all data-analytical algorithms focused on this paradigm, ML

will accelerate the space of computational biology as the machines begin to identify new

patterns and links between the various layers of the multi-omic system. Connections that

before would have taken years to detect using human intervention (i.e. conducting repetitive

laboratory experiments).

One concern of using more sophisticated machine learning algorithms (i.e. such as a

deep learning model) is that they require gathering large quantities of labelled data before

generalising to the task, which is still expensive and time-consuming to conduct. Furthermore,

the lack of labelled data often leads to ML algorithms performing poorly. Similar problems

are faced in other fields, such as computer vision (CV) and natural language processing

(NLP). Therefore, another motivation behind this research is based on adapting deep learning

approaches to analyse omic data, regardless of the amount of actual labelled data. Modern

deep learning techniques must utilise both large and small datasets as they will be the

main driver behind extracting new insights and expanding our knowledge about diseases,

improving diagnosis, and designing personalised treatments.
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1.2 Aims

Modern machine learning techniques aim to take full advantage of the influx of biological

data that is presently available. These techniques focus on one omic data source individually

or can be designed to integrate more than one omics data source. The field of omics data

analysis has two main objectives [21–23]:

1. To understand the underlying biology of a disease condition, with emphasis on mecha-

nisms and aetiology.

2. To improve our ability to predict, prevent and treat disease conditions (i.e., translational

medicine).

In this section, we will introduce the aims of conducting such an analysis. For this PhD,

we primarily focus on developing single-layer approaches (i.e. those concerning proteins) to

improve how these techniques extract meaningful and relevant biological insights. Without

such techniques to drive the research forward, it will become impossible to make use of all the

data that is now available. Furthermore, these techniques should also be highly accurate and

precise decision-making algorithms that are entirely transparent to the end-user. Specifically,

this PhD aims to provide answers to the following questions:

1. Does pre-training a DL model on vast quantities of proteomic data improve its overall

performance once it has been fine-tuned to a set of downstream tasks?

2. Can metric learning be used to improve the fine-tuning process when only a limited

amount of labelled proteomic data is available?

3. Once a DL model has been fine-tuned to a downstream task, can it be used to identify

patterns (i.e. motifs) within an amino-acid sequence that are linked to the protein’s

function?
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All three questions will be addressed throughout each chapter of this thesis. We begin

with Chapter 3, where we investigate the use of subword algorithms to generate various

vocabularies in which to develop a set of unsupervised models. Next, in Chapter 4, approaches

from the field of computer vision are adapted to create a deep learning model from a minimal

amount of proteomic data. For Chapter 5, a comprehensive evaluation of applying both

pre-training and metric learning to develop state-of-the-art results for a set of downstream

protein tasks. In Chapter 6, a brand new convolutional-transformer based model, along with

a technique known as pre-training, is used to improve upon state-of-the-art phosphorylation

site prediction methods. Finally, Chapter 7 considers a state-of-the-art approach to modelling

the interactions between proteins and drugs, where large pre-trained networks are again used

alongside a graph neural network to model the affinity scores between a set of drugs and

target proteins.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis is designed to outline the overall future trends for applying machine learning

within proteomic research. Throughout, we will consider the current innovations within other

fields such as computer vision and natural language processing and reflect on how they will

later impact the space of computational biology. Although machine learning has already

played a crucial role in omic-based research, there is still room for improvement regarding

the interpretability and accuracy of these methods. The following chapters will discuss how

deep learning has transformed previous machine learning approaches and how these models

have led to a better understanding of the data.

In recent years, there has been an exponential surge of research into the applications of

deep learning within the omic space (figure 1.2). Although deep learning has provided a new

approach to analysing this data, the overall techniques used in computational biology are still

behind those used in areas such as computer vision and natural language processing. This
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thesis aims to close the gaps between the current trends within state-of-the-art sequential

deep learning and the current state of machine learning within the omic research space. We

describe the process of analysing a protein sequence through deep learning and how other

fields of research have inspired early approaches. The essential contributions outlined in this

thesis can be summarised in the following ways:

• In this thesis’s first three research chapters, we use deep learning to model four

different protein downstream tasks. The first chapter begins with a thorough analysis

of expanding the amino-acid vocabulary concerning the time and efficiency of pre-

training the current benchmark Doc2Vec models. The subword algorithms utilised in

this chapter provide improved overall performance to the previous pre-trained Doc2Vec

models.

• In the second research chapter, we present how metric learning can be applied to

fine-tune a convolutional neural network to key patterns within an amino-acid sequence

through the use of semi-hard triplet mining. In doing so, we outperform the pre-trained

Doc2Vec methods featured in the first chapter while also providing a model that can

visualise key patterns within an amino acid sequence.

• We later fine-tune a pre-trained BERT model for the third research chapter using the

same metric learning approach featured in the second chapter to deliver state-of-the-art

results for each of the four downstream tasks.

• In the fourth research chapter, we combine both a convolutional neural network and a

transformer to produce a state-of-the-art phosphorylation site model. We also utilise

the attention maps produced by the transformer layers within the model to identify

critical patterns within each site.

• For the last research chapter, we again display the value of pre-training by producing

state-of-the-art results for a set of drug-target interactions tasks using two pre-trained
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BERT models along with a graph convolutional neural network. Finally, the critical

elements of the thesis are tied together with a concluding chapter.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The remaining thesis chapters can be outlined as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related

academic publications within the field of genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics. During

this chapter, we will identify critical deep neural models that are featured within omic based

research. Chapter 3 begins the first part of the thesis that aims to improves the baseline

protein modelling methods through the use of subword algorithms. Chapter 4 extends upon

the work carried out in Chapter 3 by considering a more complex deep learning algorithm

to evaluate the proteins using a form of deep metric learning. In Chapter 6, we will discuss

a brand new convolutional-transformer style model along with technique known as pre-

training, which was used to improve upon state-of-the-art phosphorylation site prediction

methods. Chapter 7 considers the applications of matching networks and one-shot learning

to model the interactions between proteins and drugs. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis

by highlighting the key points from each of the preceding chapters and summaries their

collective findings. A brief discussion of future work is also included in the concluding

chapter of this thesis.

1.5 Research Outputs

The work presented in this thesis has been published or is submitted for publication at the

following venues.

• Chapter 3. Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (2020). “Expanding the

Vocabulary of a Protein: Application of Subword Algorithms to Protein Sequence

Modelling”. In Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine
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and Biology Society. IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society. Annual

International Conference (Vol. 2020, pp. 2361-2367).

• Chapter 4. Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (2020). “Deep Metric Learn-

ing for Proteomics”. In IEEE International Conference on Machine Learning and

Applications (ICMLA). Annual International Conference (Vol. 2020).

• Chapter 6. Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (2020). “DeepPS: a transformer

model for predicting general and kinase-specific phosphorylation sites”. In Annual

International Conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology. Intelligent

Systems for Molecular Biology. Annual International Conference (2020).

• Chapter 5. Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (submitted). “Deep Learning

Proteins using a Triplet-BERT network”. This work was submitted to the Annual

International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society.

IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society. Annual International Conference,

2021.

• Chapter 7. Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (submitted). “Modelling

Drug-Target Binding Affinity using a BERT based Graph Neural network”. This work

was submitted to the Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in

Medicine and Biology Society. IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society.

Annual International Conference, 2021.





Chapter 2

Related Work

Modern machine learning techniques such as deep learning have transformed the data-driven

landscape of computational biology. Such research has been accelerated with the use of

deep learning algorithms to detect patterns and analyse vast quantities of data automatically

without human intervention. This chapter provides an overview of applying machine learning

to omic data. We will also discuss the purpose of using more sophisticated machine learning

techniques such as deep learning to solve ongoing problems within the field. In particular,

we will examine how the subfields of computer vision (CV) and natural language processing

(NLP) has impacted the application of deep learning to omic data. In closing, we will also

review the current gaps that are still present with these existing approaches. Here, we present

the topics critical to achieving our objective:

1. Machine learning and its relevance to the encompassed section topics, including how

it has previously impacted omic research;

2. Deep learning and its relevance to each of the section topics, including how this

paradigm is shaping current omic research;

3. A brief overview of the omic data utilised for all experiments contained in this thesis;
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The related work is finally summarised with a discussion and conclusion, where we

consider the central themes of past research and how it relates to our stated problem of

enhancing the understanding of proteomic data for biomarker and disease research.

2.1 Introduction

In this section, we will discuss how machine learning has become an intrinsic component of

biomarker research. More specifically, we will consider biomarker discovery through the

analysis of sequence-based omic data. Whereby machine learning has already been used in a

variety of ways within omic research such as; genome annotation [24, 25], protein binding

prediction [26, 27], identifying transcriptional drivers of diseases [28, 29], and predictions of

metabolic functions in complex microbial communities [30]. These examples only serve as a

glimpse of the potential machine learning has for biomarker discovery and other data-driven

forms of biological research.

Before machine learning, earlier approaches attempted to program the computer with

a set of rules for each modelling task. However, this was time-consuming and arduous

when dealing with the highly complex nature of omic data. As more data became more

openly available, these early approaches quickly became unfeasible for researchers as these

programs required constant attention and modification as the data became increasingly more

complex. Eventually, machine learning provided a more viable solution to this problem as

these algorithms could overcome all the shortcomings of a rule-based system. Through its

ability to learn from experience, a machine learning algorithm could utilise all the data that

was readily available. These algorithms could analyse large quantities of data and derive new

patterns that a set of hand-crafted rules would have potentially missed. Machine learning

now plays a crucial role in discovering patterns and answering novel hypotheses based

on these complex biological systems. This section will provide a high-level overview of

applying machine learning to omic research. We will discuss the benefits and limitations of
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using conventional machine learning algorithms and their influence on later deep learning

efforts. In the subsequent sections of this chapter, we will explore various machine learning

techniques currently being utilised within genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic research.

We will also examine additional challenges that must be addressed before machine learning

can innovate omic research.

This chapter will discuss how deep learning is replacing standard machine learning

approaches and how it has become the primary tool in data-driven analytics for omic research.

We will also cover the implementation of these algorithms and the critical concepts within

omics research. Before discussing key examples of applying deep learning, we direct the

reader through some of the most prominent architectures used within this domain application.

As mentioned, we will focus primarily on deep learning applications within genomics,

transcriptomics and proteomics, thereby providing a more detailed consideration of how

these approaches can be improved. Additionally, we consider the potential hurdles and the

future opportunities that the field has yet to capitalise upon by utilising deep learning.

2.2 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a subfield within computer science, whereby a statistical set of mathe-

matical rules and assumptions are used to teach machines (i.e., computers). It encompasses

methods used to build data-driven predictive models designed to identify critical patterns and

rules from data without being directly programmed. The type of ML algorithm employed

is often dictated by the input data (i.e. features) and its output (i.e. discrete or continuous

labels). The input data is often transformed using a set of mathematical functions via a

process known as feature engineering. The performance of an ML model is dependent on

the quality of the input data as it is used to optimise its parameters. How the input data

is transformed through feature engineering will also affect the performance of the model
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[31]. For further information on the topic of feature engineering and selection, please see

[32, 31, 33–36].

The following sections will discuss how machine learning algorithms can be tailored to

handle omic data (i.e. labelled or unlabelled data). This is visualised by Figure 1.1, which

depicts the general workflow when developing a machine learning model. In a biological

context, the input-output features of a machine learning model can come in a variety of

forms, for example; they can be continuous (e.g., protein contact map, drug-protein affinity

values), categorical (e.g., variable encoded protein sequence, protein subcellular localisation),

or binary (e.g., one-hot encoded DNA/RNA sequence, transcription factor binding site).

When modelling biological data, one must also consider whether the input data is likely to

be informative to the model and aid it in producing an accurate prediction. A considerable

amount of the input data may be noisy, making it difficult for the model to discover the

underlying patterns and rules behind the data. This will inevitably cause overfitting to the

input dataset, as the model’s parameters become tuned to irrelevant patterns within the data,

and therefore hurt the model’s overall performance. In some cases, the number of potential

features is so vast that feature-selection processes are frequently used to refine the input data

before being passed into the model.

Once the model has been defined, it undergoes a process known as training. This process

comprises a set of mathematical functions designed to optimise the parameters within the

model directly. The parameters are repeatedly estimated and evaluated by comparing the

predictions to the expected output. A prespecified loss function then determines the error

within these predictions, and the parameters are then adjusted accordingly to reduce the loss

function. This process is repeated until the loss can no longer be reduced and the model’s

overall performance has reached its limit. The model’s predictions are then validated using

a holdout dataset, which ensures that the model has been adequately trained. Typically,

this is done by training the model on one dataset (i.e. training dataset) and then testing its
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performance on completely independent datasets (i.e. test and validation datasets). When a

machine learning model performs well on the training dataset (i.e. high accuracy) but not on

the validation or testing sets, it is said to have overfitted to the training data. This can occur

when the parameters of a model have been trained for too long and have not generalised

well to the overall task (i.e. lost predictive capacity) or when a machine learning model is

too complicated (i.e. too many trainable parameters) in the context of the particular set of

training data it is trying to model. Another essential consideration in designing the model

is the performance measurements used to evaluate it. Once the validation stage has been

completed, the machine learning algorithm can make predictions on new data. Additional

data can also allow for further tuning and refinement of the model, for example, in model

fine-tuning.

2.3 Categories of Machine-Learning Methods

Machine learning models are categorised via the style of supervision used during the training

process. Most ML methods comprise of techniques found in two distinct overarching

categories —unsupervised and supervised learning [37, 38]. In this section, we will briefly

cover both machine learning styles, as they are both commonly used in omic research.

2.3.1 Unsupervised Learning

When a machine learning model is optimised using only the original input data, it can be

categorised as a form of unsupervised learning. Early implementations of unsupervised

learning attempted to cluster the input features via similarities (i.e. based on distance metrics)

found within the data. In some more advanced applications, unsupervised learning has been

used to deconstruct and reproduce the original input features. These techniques are capable

of identifying patterns and specific clusters within the data by reducing the dimensions of
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the input features when the labels are missing or unavailable [39, 40]. Once additional data

becomes available, it can be used in two unsupervised ways:

1. The model can be used to cluster the data.

2. Alternatively, it can be passed through the dimensionality reduction step within the

feature engineering pipeline.

2.3.2 Supervised Learning

Supervised machine learning is the most common strategy employed across a variety of

domains and applications. This form of ML includes both classification or regression models

as they require both input features and the corresponding labels to be predicted. The model

parameters can then be trained using these labels and become fine-tuned to derive key patterns

within the input data that link to the corresponding outputs. Once additional data becomes

available, the model can be fine-tuned using this supplementary data and the original training

data.

2.4 Applying Machine Learning in a Biological Context

A machine learning model must be context-specific to its application, and its purpose should

reflect the biological process it is modelling. In this section, we will consider the application

of machine learning in a biological context and attain a high-level overview of the pros and

cons of using machine learning in various applications of omic research. When a machine

learning model is being designed to analyse omic data, several factors must be considered.

Firstly, the data collection and processing steps must be well defined before being employed

to train a model. If this step is not carried out properly, the model will underperform and will

not correctly represent the task. The following factors will often dictate the performance of a

model:
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1. The collection and refinement methods applied to the data.

2. The hyperparameters within the machine learning model.

3. Any additional parameters that have been introduced during the feature engineering

stage of development.

Machine learning has been a part of omic research for many years [41–43]. In defining

characteristics of complex molecules (i.e. proteins and drugs), one can justify the use of

machine learning models to aid in the understanding of specific biomarkers and diseases [44].

There are many challenges within biomarker and drug discovery that traditional machine

learning algorithms are unable to address. In the future, machine learning models must be

able to integrate multiple resources, such as omic and drug information [45, 46]. Extensive

omic resources [47–55] could be accompanied with additional drug data [56–58] to model

such drug-target combinations.In the following sections of this chapter, we will introduce

some examples of machine learning within omic research.

2.4.1 Unsupervised Learning

Principal component

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical operation that takes a set of correlated

features and transforms them into a reduced set of uncorrelated features using second-order

statistics [59]. These transformed variables are principal (orthogonal) components and are

ordered by reducing variability, with the first component always accounting for the most

variability within the data. PCA is an unsupervised form of machine learning as it does

not require any additional labels or information other than the original input information.

Furthermore, since PCA can transform the input features into a reduced feature space (e.g.

2-D, 3-D space), it can be used as a method of visualising the data [60], which can be

beneficial to identify clusters or outliers within omic research [61–63].
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Independent component

Independent component analysis (ICA) is another form of unsupervised machine learning

[64]. However, this method of analysis uses higher-order statistics to find critical components

by determining the directions that maximise independence within an input feature set [65].

Thus, each component produced by this analysis will be completely independent of the other

components (i.e. they will not share information). In addition, ICA removes any correlations

within the final components by maximising non-Gaussianity, which can also cause it to

overfit to the input features. However, studies have shown that it can still be used within

omic research; for example, when analysing mass spectrometry data [66, 67], examining

expressions across treatment groups [68] or conventional genomic data analysis [69, 70].

K-means

K-means is one of the most famous examples of unsupervised machine learning [71, 72] due

to its performance and flexibility in most use cases. The K-means algorithm begins with a

set of randomly selected centroids, which must be specified beforehand as they form the

initial clusters used to group the data points. During each iteration of training, the position

of the centroid can change until an optimal position is found using the original expectation

maximisation (EM) algorithm [73] until some stopping criteria are reached (e.g. no further

changes to the centroids position or the training process has reached the specified maximum

number of iterations). However, the performance of the K-means algorithm is also known to

suffer when applied to high dimensional datasets, and training can be halted prematurely due

to the model reaching a local minimum. Nevertheless, the K-means algorithm has been used

frequently within omic research [74–76].
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Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering is another popular form of unsupervised machine learning capable

of grouping data based on their original features. This form of clustering produces a den-

drogram tree that is produced by an agglomerative (i.e. bottom-up) approach, whereby each

observation begins as its own cluster, and pairs of observations are then gradually clustered

together (i.e. based typically on some linkage criteria such as; complete-linkage clustering,

single-linkage clustering, unweighted average linkage clustering, weighted average linkage

clustering) as we move up the hierarchy of the dendrogram tree. The dendrogram tree can

also be produced using the Divisive (i.e. top-down) approach, whereby all observations begin

in the same cluster, which is gradually split up the clusters (i.e. again using some linkage

criteria) as we move down the hierarchy of the dendrogram tree until all data points form

their own individual clusters. Once complete, the dendrogram tree presents the individual

data points as leaves and the non-leaf nodes as the hierarchical groups present within the

data. Hierarchical clustering analysis has been successfully applied in omic research to

identify subgroups within expression profiles of a protein [77–79]. However, one of the main

disadvantages of this approach is that it can be susceptible to noise and outliers within the

data.

Matrix Factorization

Matrix factorisation (MF) is another form of unsupervised learning that reduces the original

input features into a lower-dimensional feature space without losing information from the

original dataset. These algorithms are designed to decompose an interaction matrix into the

product of two lower dimensionality rectangular matrices [80]. As a result, MF models are

often far more efficient and versatile than other machine learning models. They have become

prevalent in recommender systems as they can handle large sparse matrices, unlike other

machine learning models. Initially, MF methods were used to analyse genomic data as a form
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of feature learning [81, 82]. However, MF has also been applied in unsupervised clustering

[83, 84], semi-supervised learning [85], similarity-based learning [86] within other areas of

omic research. Recently, MF has also been used with Bayesian group factor analysis [87],

and tensor decomposition [88, 89]. Although MF methods provide an opportunity to explore

critical patterns and correlations within the data, these methods often do not scale well when

applied to vast datasets [90, 91].

One notable example of MF is known as non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF), which

is a form of MF that factorises a set of non-negative input features into two reduced non-

negative matrices [92, 93]. NMF has been a popular method within biochemistry due to

handling larger heterogeneous datasets and its improved interpretability, which makes it ideal

for drug-target discovery [94] and spatial gene expression analysis [95]. However, NMF

most commonly is used as a processing step during semi-supervised learning [96, 97]. In

biochemistry, MF based approaches have most commonly been used to predict drug-target

interactions (DTIs), [98–102] synthetic lethality [103], and protein-protein interactions (PPIs)

[104]. Pei et al. proposed to adopt an asymmetric logistic MF (symLMF) algorithm, which

outperformed other MF methods when modelling PPIs [105] as well as most supervised

classification algorithms [106, 107, 76, 108, 109]. During their study they compared other

MF methods such as; symmetric probabilistic MF (symPMF) [110], symmetric non-negative

MF (symNMF) [111], non-negative matrix tri-factorisation (NMTF) [104]. symPMF has

also be applied to other areas of omic research, for example Cobanoglu et al. used this form

of MF to predict drugtarget interactions [98]. symPMF has also been used in RNA-disease

associations [112, 113], drug-disease associations [114], and analysing microarray data

[115].
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2.4.2 Supervised Learning

Partial least squares

Partial least squares (PLS) is a supervised means of modelling the relationship between a

set of dependent variables and their corresponding independent variables. Through dimen-

sionality reduction, this method is designed to maximise the covariance between clusters

within the data [116, 117]. Similar to PCA, PLS transforms input features into a reduced

set of orthogonal features that still contain most of the variance within the original features.

Although in this case, PLS maximises the sample covariance between the expected label and

a weighted combination of the input features. This type of model has appeared frequently

within omic research [61, 63, 118], as it combines the benefits of PCA with the simplicity

of using least squares regression [119–121]. In addition, this approach is popular due to its

ability to handle high collinearity within the input features. PLS models have also been used

to predict mutations within proteins [122].

Random forests

Random forests (RF) are another example of supervised learning that utilise ensembling

to produce a robust model that identifies the most critical features within the dataset [123].

RF models use a form of ensembled machine learning known as bagging (i.e. bootstrap

aggregating) [124] that utilises multiple de-correlated decision trees to provide a set of

predictions, which are eventually ensembled to form a final prediction. RFs are less likely to

overfit to the data when compared to a single decision tree, as each tree within the forest is

built using a unique subset of examples from the original dataset. However, although RFs are

less likely to overfit than a standard decision tree, they will not avoid the problem entirely if

not appropriately trained. They can be sensitive towards outliers or missing data, as these

examples will affect a subset of trees within the ensemble. RFs can also then calculate the

importance of each input feature through the use of the Gini index [123]. This type of model
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has featured heavily in omic research due to performance benefits and the ability to identify

critical determinants within the data [74, 75, 125, 126]. Another advantage of using RFs is

that they can be applied to smaller datasets, which is common during protein-engineering

experiments (e.g. thermostability [127–129]).

Kernel methods

Kernel methods, such as support vector machines (SVM) [130], or ridge regression [131] is

a set of supervised learning methods that use one or more hyperplanes in multi-dimensional

space to form a prediction. The geometry of each hyperplane is based on achieving the largest

distance to any one data point during training. Although these models are a versatile example

of supervised machine learning, they require a kernel function, which can be time-consuming,

requiring trial and error before the most optimal function is discovered. The kernel function

transforms the original features to the higher feature space, whereby these models determine

the geometry of the hyperplane based on training a set of weights. The hyperplane is

mapped back to the original feature space to obtain a non-linear decision boundary. One

significant benefit of using these models is regularisation, which prevents the final model

from over-fitting to the original training examples. However, an SVM also requires the

user to choose a specific optimisation or regularisation parameter to fit the training dataset

best, as this parameter will affect the geometry of the margin hyperplane. Previously, kernel

methods have also been designed to model proteomic data such as; spectrum and mismatch

string kernels [132, 133]. In these examples, one counts the number of unique shared

subsequences within two proteins. Another example of kernel methods was by Jokinen et al.,

who considered weighted decomposition kernels within a three-dimensional protein structure

[134]. SVMs have featured in other areas of omic research through their use in identifying

biomarkers [135–138]. In addition, SVMs have been used to predict protein thermostability

[127–129, 139, 140], enantioselectivity [141], and localization [142].
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Gaussian process (GP) models are another example of kernel-based methods, which use a

non-parametric Bayesian approach to provide predictions to either classification or regression

tasks [143]. These models are designed to determine the probability distribution over all

possible functions that fit to the dataset. As these models form probabilistic forecasts for the

dataset, they can provide a degree of uncertainty within the prediction, making these models

very popular within omic research (i.e. guide experimental design) [144, 145]. GPs are also

known to work well on smaller datasets as they have been used to predict thermostability

[146, 134, 147], substrates for enzymatic reactions [148], fluorescence [149], localization

[150], and channelrhodopsin photoproperties [151].

In the following sections of this chapter, we will introduce deep learning and discuss how

it is currently addressing some of the issues facing current machine learning approaches and

leading to a better understanding of omic data’s biological and chemical aspects.

2.5 Deep learning

The earliest applications of neural networks began with McCulloch et al., and the develop-

ment of the McCulloch-Pitts (MCP) artificial neural model [152]. Later, Rosenblatt et al.

introduced the concept of a perceptron which was used as a basis for artificial neurons [153].

These initial concepts, along with the idea for a neural network, originated with investigations

into the functionality of neurons within the human brain. Broadly, neural networks were

inspired by the desire to simulate the operations within a brain as it transmitted and processed

information using a set of distributed and interconnected computational units or neurons

[154–157].

A basic artificial neural network consists of three essential layers: an input, hidden and

final output layer. As an extension of the first neural network, a deep neural network (DNN)

can include multiple hidden layers between the input and final output layer. Similar to a

standard neural network, a deep neural network is trained by iteratively tuning the parameters
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within the model to minimise the overall prediction error. The most common approach to this

process is known as back-propagation. First introduced by Werbos et al., the back-propagation

algorithm was utilised to build a multi-layer neural network. Hinton et al. improved upon

this work by addressing the problems of diminishing gradients, which occurred when the

weights were back-propagated through the network [158]. This method would then send an

error signal back through the layers of the network based on the predictions for the expected

output. The parameters of a model are adjusted accordingly to minimise the overall error as

it is passed through each layer of the network [159, 160]. The forward pass computes the

output in each layer and propagates the function signals forward through the network for each

iteration of training. A loss function is used to measure the error between the predictions and

the expected output (i.e. the labels). During training, the error signals are back-propagated

through the network via the chain rule, which computes the gradients to all the weights in

each layer [161]. This process is completed several times during training until the error

between the networks predictions and the expected output reaches an acceptable minimum

level. An optimisation algorithm based on a form of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [162]

is typically used to update the weight parameters in the network. These adaptations often

apply a form of mini-batch gradient descent, whereby an SGD based optimiser is used to

gradually refine the model’s weights by making stochastic approximations based on each

batch. In recent years, there have been several learning optimisation algorithms that have

improved training in neural networks, for example, Adagrad [163], and Adam [164].

Regularisation methods must be considered when building a deep learning model to

prevent overfitting to the training data. For example, applying model weight decay during

training is a standard regularisation method [165]. This approach penalises the objective

loss function for returning large absolute values within each layer of the network. Another

popular regularisation method is known as dropout [166], which randomly removes hidden

units from each layer it is applied to during training. Another notable example is batch
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normalisation [167], which provides a regularisation method through normalisation of scalar

features for each activation within a subset of examples using the mean and variance as

parameters. The following sections will focus on the deep learning applications to genomics,

transcriptomics, and proteomics, thereby providing a more detailed view of these areas before

expanding on them further in the later chapters.

2.5.1 Deep Neural Networks

In this section, we will build upon the concept of deep learning by introducing the multi-

layer perception (MLP) model [168], which is a set of fully-connected layers combined

sequentially, as outlined in Figure 2.1. An MLP is a deep learning model as it includes

multiple hidden layers between the input and output layers. The MLP was the original deep

learning architecture, before the introduction of auto-encoders [169], Restricted Boltzmann

Machines (RBM) [170], and Deep Belief Networks [158]. In general, MLPs are a versatile

deep learning model as they can be adapted and applied to various types of high-dimensional

data. However, strong performance is not always guaranteed. For example, in a supervised

context, an MLP is typically only used when a large number of labelled examples exist

because of the risk of overfitting on smaller datasets [160].

In the unsupervised learning setting, auto-encoders, which are based on the original MLP

design, can reduce the dimensionality of the input before finally reproducing the original

input as output. In performing dimensionality reduction steps throughout the initial layers

of the network, it begins to learn to summarise the essential features within the input data.

The first half of the network includes encoding layers that are designed to compress the

input features. The latter half of the network then contains the decoding layers intended

to reconstruct the original input. This concept was later applied in more complex deep

learning algorithms used in computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP).
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Fig. 2.1 A deep learning model is based on neural network architecture and will often consist
of several hidden layers. These models can be designed to handle a variety of the conditions
such as; Panel (A), which depicts a deep learning model with one source of input data and one
set of predicted outputs or Panel (B), which represents a deep learning model with multiple
inputs and one set of outputs. Additionally, a deep learning model can also be tailored for
multi-task learning. Panel (C) depicts a deep learning model with one input and multiple
predicted outputs or Panel (D), which shows a deep learning model with several inputs and
outputs.

During training, the input must be encoded and decoded by the network with minimal loss in

information (i.e. consistent with the original input data).

Although auto-encoders are a relatively trivial deep learning model, they can be used to

implement a powerful technique known as transfer learning, which is based on training a

machine learning model on one task before repurposing the model for a secondary task. This

technique then exploits the knowledge gained from the initial training to improve the model’s

overall performance as it can generalise better to the secondary task. For an auto-encoder,

this is accomplished by the intermediate layers producing a summarised output that can be

refined or used as an input to a secondary supervised model (i.e. pre-training methods that

implement unsupervised learning, Figure 2.2).
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Fig. 2.2 An overview in the application of transfer learning for deep learning.

In each of the examples discussed, a DNN can analyse or compress high-dimensional

data to discover complex patterns without requiring feature engineering. However, biological

sequence data contain such a vast quantity of natural features that these DNNs cannot

summarise all the information provided. In the following section, we will discuss additional

deep learning models that are better suited to omic sequence modelling.

2.5.2 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) were first introduced by LeCun et al. [171] and have

become one of the most popular implementations of deep learning. This versatile architecture

has been applied to several domains, most notably computer vision and natural language

processing. Recently, deep convolutional networks have been used to model and better under-

stand omic data, including the areas of genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics. A CNN

will typically consist of a series of convolutional and pooling layers designed to condense the

input data. A one-dimensional CNN model is shown in Figure 2.3. This figure depicts how

features can be extracted from such a sequence (i.e. a DNA/RNA/Protein sequence). Each

layer of the model is designed to refine the input by selecting and transforming the critical

features from the prespecified window. Each convolutional layer will process the complete

input (i.e. one-hot or embedded encodings) by analysing smaller portions (e.g. windows)
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Fig. 2.3 Convolutional Neural Networks as applied to omic sequence data, for example;
Panel (A), which depicts a DNA sequence that is one-hot encoded before being analysed
by a CNN or Panel (B), which shows an amino-acid sequence that is first variable encoded
before being embedded and examined by the CNN.

by applying a kernel weight and bias. This layer will then return a weighted sum of these

transformed features to produce a final representation of the window, as outlined in Figure

2.3. In some cases, a convolutional layer is followed by an additional pooling layer, which

is again intended to summarise the inputs. The pooling layer is designed to retain only the

most essential features produced by the convolutional layer by removing any unnecessary

features, preventing the network from overfitting to any redundant information. Common

pooling operations are max-pooling and mean-pooling. Max-pooling involves selecting the

maximum feature values from a prespecified window of the input. In contrast, mean-pooling

consists in calculating the average across all features in that window.
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A CNN based deep learning model can be designed to handle a variety of use cases.

However, these models specialise in collecting spatially invariant patterns from data (e.g.

images and text) without requiring additional feature engineering preprocessing steps. Al-

though these models are well suited for quickly summarising text, they can also be applied to

manipulate and encode other forms of sequential data, such as omic data. However, CNNs

can struggle to represent meaningful long-range dependencies in sequential patterns. In

the next section, we will discuss a deep neural network explicitly designed to handle such

problems.

2.5.3 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have increased in popularity as they are specifically

designed to analyse sequential data. First introduced by Williams et al. [172], these networks

have featured in a variety of fields, including computer vision and natural language processing.

Unlike previous examples such as MLPs and CNNs, an RNN contains a memory module

within its architecture, which allows the network to remember past patterns within a sequence.

This memory component enables the network to model long-range dependencies within the

data instead of a shorter window as used in a CNN model. Like other DNNs, an RNN also

contains a set of hidden layers. Each of the hidden layers within the network acts as a memory

state, allowing the network to retain information about the previously observed patterns

within the sequence, which are then updated and applied at each step. An RNN belongs to a

set of deep learning models specifically designed to extract patterns from sequential data as

they are tailored to deriving key time-dependent characteristics within the data. Each layer

is designed to return and transform the original input concerning the last moment of the

sequence. During the training process, the output from each layer is dependent on both the

current input and the previous state on the network. A classic RNN architecture is outlined in

Figure 2.4. Two examples that expanded upon the original design of the RNN architectures
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Fig. 2.4 Recurrent Neural Networks. Panel (A), which depicts an RNN with a single hidden
layer. The hidden state at time t, ht is a function of the current input, xt and the previous
hidden state, ht−1. Panel (B), which depicts a bi-directional RNN, where the input sequence
is processed both left-to-right and right-to-left.

include Long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [173], and gated recurrent unit (GRU)

networks [174]. These adaptations of the original RNN are less prone to problems such as

gradient explosion during training.

2.5.4 Graph convolutional networks

In this section, we will explore deep learning methods for analysing graphs, which were

first proposed by Gori et al. [175] and were then later improved by Scarselli et al. [176].

Graph neural networks (GNNs) were designed to operate on data that contains a graphical

structure (i.e. nodes and edges). These networks would then capture the dependencies within

each graph by analysing each node and its neighbouring nodes by considering the edges

within the graph. Unlike other deep neural networks, GNNs could be used to produce and

enrich a set of features for each node within a graph by collecting information based on the

neighbourhood of each node. However, some of the earlier approaches were computationally

expensive as they would use RNNs to retain and propagate information from one node

to its surrounding neighbouring nodes [177]. In recent years, systems based on GNNs

have demonstrated ground-breaking performance on many tasks such as learning molecular
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fingerprints [178, 179], side effect prediction (i.e. modeling drug-target interactions) [180],

and predicting protein interface [181].

Unsurprisingly, convolutional neural networks have also been adapted to modelling

graphs [182, 183] given their current success within the fields of computer vision and natural

language processing. Unlike the previous recurrent based GNNs that relied on states to

propagate information to each node, a graph convolutional network (GCN) would apply

convolutional layers that contained a set of filters (i.e. learnable weights in the network) to

combine the features of each node with the features of its closest neighbouring nodes. Using

more than one of these layers allows the network to consider more significant substructures

within the original graph. The GCN then transforms the initial set of node features into

features containing additional information about the neighbourhood of that node, removing

any noise within the initial features.

Kipf et al. defines the graph convolutional operation as follows [182]; Given a graph G

with a corresponding adjacency matrix A and set of node features X ,

f (X ,A) = (D̂−1/2ÂD̂−1/2)XW +b, (2.1)

where Â = A+ I is the adjacency matrix with added self-loops, D̂ is the degree matrix

based on the adjacency matrix A and the trainable weights and bias within the layer are

defined by the terms W and b, respectfully. Bruna et al. developed a GCN based on spectral

graph theory [184], which inspired other approaches to spectral-based graph convolutional

networks [183, 182, 185, 186]. These early spectral graph convolutional methods usually

required modelling the entire graph simultaneously, which was very computational expensive

as it was challenging to scale to larger graphs. However, since a GCN aggregates each node’s

features to its neighbouring nodes, it can also be considered a form of spatial-based learning.

Recently, there has been a lot of work done in this area due to the improvements during

training and modelling larger graphs [187–189].
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In biochemistry, GCNs have been used to encode the molecular graphs, whereby the

atoms are the nodes, and the bonds are the edges of the graph. Duvenaud et al. implemented a

GCN model to replicate circular fingerprints, which could extract relevant molecular features

[178]. Kearnes et al. likewise presented a molecular graph convolutional model for learning

small molecules [179]. Coley et al. used a GCN based approach to model the interactions

between organic compounds to predict the final products [190]. As an example of white-box

deep learning, Kearnes et al. were able to gain insight and derive knowledge from the

model’s predictions, which was later validated by experts [179]. Although the model in [190]

was tailored to modelling drug reactions, it could be modified to integrate target protein

information so that the most active drugs can be determined. Tsubaki et al. developed a deep

learning model that applied GCN to 2D molecular graphs and a one-dimensional CNN to

learn features protein sequences [191]. Likewise, Karimi et al. tested a range of architectures

(e.g. one-dimensional CNNs, RNNs and GCNs) designed to model both protein sequences

and ligand SMILES [192]. These applications display the potential for future applications of

deep learning within the virtual screening process.

Graph theory has been applied to understand the structure and function of a protein [193].

However, using deep learning to model these graphs has only been a recent breakthrough

within the field [181, 194], whereby a node within the graph represents each residue. In

contrast, the distances between the residues make up the edges of the graph. By analysing

a protein in this graph-like structure, it becomes easier to identify binding sites within the

protein that are more susceptible to specific drugs [195]. Toreng et al. used GCNs to model

the interaction between both drugs and protein targets [196]. In this example, the residues

within the protein were initially encoded based on the neighbouring residues before the GCN

would identify critical binding sites within the protein graph. Fout et al. employed a GCN to

model protein-protein interactions to provide a means for interaction prediction [181]. In

this approach, the features of the nodes were based on residue composition and conservation,
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along with information on the residues accessible surface area, depth, and protrusion index

[197]. Unlike previous examples, the edge features were based not only on the distance

between neighbouring residues but also on the angular information of the residue to the amide

plane. Recently, Pittala et al. implemented a similar style GCN to model antibody-antigen

binding interactions [198]. Graph convolution networks have also been employed to identify

the critical structural characteristics that determine the function of a protein through the use

of class activation maps [194, 199]. Additionally, GCNs have also been used to identify

critical enzymes [189, 200], using large protein [201] and drug interaction datasets [202].

In this section, we have demonstrated the potential for applying graph-based deep learning

within this space. Specifically, we outlined examples that used GCNs and showcased their

potential for achieving state-of-the-art results for protein modelling.

2.5.5 Interpretable Machine Learning

In the previous sections of the chapter, we have discussed how machine learning has achieved

impressive levels of accuracy within computer vision and natural language processing

subfields. With the advancements in deep learning, we have also seen machine learning

becoming popular within omic research. However, these sophisticated deep neural networks

are often utilised as black-box models, making it difficult to decipher the mapping between

the input data (e.g. amino-acid sequence) and the final prediction. Giving the user the ability

to understand this mapping is key to machine learning utilised to produce informed decisions

about the input data.

Correctly interpreting deep learning models has been a topic of interest for the ma-

chine learning community for several years. Many application domains regularly require

a guaranteed proof of understanding of a model’s predictions before it is employed (e.g.

medical diagnosis, fraud detection, facial recognition). One of the most common methods of

interpreting predictions is through visualising the model’s mapping using the t-Distributed
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Stochastic Neighbourhood Embedding (t-SNE) mechanism [203], which is capable of map-

ping the high-dimensional features generated by a model to a lower-dimensional space. The

transformed features produced by the t-SNE mechanism are typically plotted in a two- or

three-dimensional space. This approach allows the user to understand how a model interprets

a set of examples. However, this approach does not help with directly explaining how the

model makes a prediction based on a specific example. Therefore, another approach to inter-

preting a deep learning model is visualising each component’s local contributions of the input

data (e.g. determining the importance of each amino acid within a protein when modelling a

functional property). This aspect of interpreting deep learning model’s is beneficial when

modelling omic data, as the user would be able to identify motifs (i.e. subsequences) critical

to the final prediction. A standard implementation of this approach employs the gradients

generated by the model (based on the final predictions) to identify specific contributions of

each component of the input data [204].

Although interpreting deep neural networks has been a topic of interest within both

computer vision [204–206], and natural language processing [207–209]. Some of the most

notable examples have come from computer vision with examples of improving our un-

derstanding of convolutional neural networks, including the work by Simonyan et al., who

provided an approach to generating a visualisation of the model predictions based on max-

imising the output prediction score for each class in turn [204]. This approach then provided

a means of identifying the most input features for assigning that prediction. Other methods to

interpreting convolutional neural networks include the use of generative adversarial networks

(GANs) [206]. Nguyen et al. used GANs to generate preferred images for a CNN model,

which in turn made it easier to identify the essential pixels within each image [206]. Koh

and Liang presented another local approach to explainability as they measured the statistical

influence of altering the input data on the final prediction [210]. Another well-known method

was by Ribeiro et al. with the Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME)
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[211]. However, this method is time-consuming as it requires several iterative steps to

generate a set of linear models that simulate the exact complex mapping as the original deep

learning model.

In the context of proteomic research, one could apply such a method to analyse how

certain modifications within a protein can change its functional properties. Such a system

would then identify functionally similar proteins without requiring the model to be more

interpretable, allowing the user to understand what the deep learning model has learned from

the data. All these works provide an important illustration of how increased transparency is

essential for understanding model behaviour and guiding to building better models.

2.6 Applying Deep Learning in a Biological Context

In this section, we will cover past implementations of deep learning in omic research and

highlight the benefit of using deep learning over traditional machine learning techniques as

deep learning modelling can avoid standard feature engineering (e.g. presence or absence

of single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), k-mer frequencies, motif occurrences, conservation,

known regulatory variants or structural elements) [212] to identify critical patterns within

omic data [212–218]. By removing any feature engineered steps, we essentially remove

any requirement for human intervention (i.e. based on prior knowledge), which would have

previously introduced bias into the final input features and affected the overall performance

of the machine learning model. Furthermore, deep learning models are also capable of

identifying non-linear dependencies found within the omic data. During this process, the

model can collect and refine the essential features attributed to the input data without any prior

feature engineering techniques. For the rest of this chapter, we will guide the reader through

any outstanding problems yet to be addressed via deep learning. More specifically, we will

consider the application of deep learning to three subdomains: genomics, transcriptomics
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and proteomics. Finally, we will close by considering future opportunities for deep learning

within omic research.

In most cases, an omic sequence (e.g. DNA sequences, RNA sequences and amino acid

sequences) is transformed into a vector representation before being processed by a deep

learning model. The following three methods are commonly used to transform omic data into

the appropriate format for being processed by a deep learning model; One-Hot Encoding

converts a sequence of characters into a matrix of ones and zeros, as shown in Figure 2.3

(A). Another method is Variable (Integer) Encoding, which replaces each character of the

sequence with an integer, which is eventually transformed by an embedding layer within

the model, as shown in Figure 2.3 (B). This process will convert the set of integers into

dense vectors of fixed size and is the most common method for encoding sequential data

used in deep learning. Furthermore, it is a trainable layer of a deep learning model, which

means during training, the vectors representing each character are adjusted to represent it

best. Finally, a Scoring matrix can be used to encode a biological sequence (e.g. a position-

specific scoring matrix (PSSM)), whereby each character is replaced by a predetermined

vector representation based on previously observed patterns (e.g. positional information)

within the biological sequence.

Typically deep learning applications are designed to model a single task. However, a deep

learning model can also be designed for multi-task learning, as outlined in Figure 2.1 [219].

Additionally, in the application of pre-training, a deep learning model can be applied to learn

from one specific task and then be repurposed for another task. This approach can improve

the performance of a downstream model as it is no longer task-specific and can therefore

avoid overfitting [219]. In the future, deep learning approaches will become instrumental in

directly tackling biomarker discovery and disease research issues. However, there are still

issues that must be addressed if deep learning to be appropriately integrated into the domain.
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2.6.1 Genomics

In this section, we will discuss how the field of genomics was one of the first areas of

omic research to be transformed with the introduction of deep learning. More recently,

deep learning has been used within various applications such as; modelling transcription

factor binding sites (TFBS), transcription initiation point, promoter, enhancer, and gene

deletion site [1]. However, before these applications, deep learning was utilised to predict the

gene expressions for biomarker discovery. For example, in genomic research, TCGA data

[11], gene expression profiles and clinical data were used to train a model and gain a better

understanding of the disease.

Deep learning has been applied within genomic studies without the need for feature

engineering. As this data is high-dimensional, auto-encoders are often used to cluster the

examples or as a feature-reduction step for directly modelling diseases (i.e. MLP). For

example, Xie et al. used an auto-encoder to reduce the gene expressions before using an

MLP to classify the data [220]. Liu et al. applied a deep-belief network for identifying

distinct replication domain types [221]. Li et al. likewise used an MLP to distinguish active

enhancers effectively and promoters [222]. Xiong et al. used an MLP to predict the splicing

activity of individual exons [223]. Sparse AEs have also been applied to classify cancer cases

from gene expression profiles and were able to identify rare mutations implicated in splicing

misregulation [224]. Weinstein applied an AE model to classify breast cancer samples from

the TCGA database [11] into healthy or diseased using gene expression data [225]. Similarly,

Olivier et al. combined various sources of genomic data from The Cancer Genome Atlas

(TCGA) [11] to train an AE based on the survival rate of bladder cancer patients [226].

Additional examples implemented DNNs to model DNA sequence structure [222, 221].

Deep learning has also shown its potential when applied to analyse sequential data within

the field. Some of the most recent applications of deep learning apply CNNs to investigate

and detect critical features within DNA sequence data without the need for any feature
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engineering and requires far fewer parameters than a fully connected network [26, 227, 228].

A CNN is perfectly designed to analyse large biological sequences and quickly summarise

the information found within each window, which improves the model’s overall performance

and reduces the time required for training. Alipanahi et al. first introduced CNNs to genomics

with the DeepBind model [26]. This single layer CNN model was explicitly designed to

model either DNA or RNA binding sites.

Other examples include; Umarov et al. applied a CNN model to aid in the analysis of

prokaryotic and eukaryotic promoters [229]. At the same time, Wang et al. used a CNN

model [230] for gene deletion modelling data from the 1000 Genomes Project [231]. A

CNN model was also used to model the impact of sequence variation on proximal CpG site

DNA methylation [232]. Zhou et al. used CNNs to predict chromatin marks from DNA

sequence [233]. Similarly, Poplin et al. applied a CNN to make variant calls from short-read

sequencing [234]. In comparison, Zhou et al. used a CNN model to aid in the prediction of

functional consequences of non-coding variants [233].

Although CNN and MLP based models are the most common deep learning architectures

employed to model gene expression data, RNNs have also been used in other aspects of

genomics. Examples include Raza et al. [235], who trained an RNN to model data from

a gene regulatory network. Lanchantin et al. combined both a CNN and a highway-MLP

to classify genomic data based on analysing transcription factor binding sites [236]. As an

extension to DeepDTA, Quang et al. used a hybrid convolutional and bi-directional LSTM

(RNN) [237], which was designed for predicting the functions of non-coding regions. Similar

to the methylation state detection work by Zeng et al. [232], Angermueller et al. used a hybrid

RNN-CNN network to predict states in single cells accurately [238]. As this technique also

incorporated CNN layers, it was an example of white-box deep learning. It provided insight

into how the composition of the sequence affected the methylation variability.
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In general, genomic data (e.g. DNA sequence and histone modification data) are typically

used to train a deep learning model with most of the applications employing CNNs as opposed

to other DNNs such as MLPs. In addition to these standalone networks, novel hybrid models

based on CNNs and RNNs are gradually becoming popular and reaching state-of-the-art

performance. However, this solid predictive performance is not the only requirement for

implementing a deep learning model, as practitioners still require innovative insights into the

data being modelled. In particular, the metrics used to evaluate a deep learning model must

be robust towards handling the unbalanced nature of the genomic data.

2.6.2 Transcriptomics

Deep learning can be applied to model many critical attributes of genomic data. This section

will specifically focus on the applications of deep learning to transcriptomics (e.g. predict

transcriptional start site) as it was one of the most successful applications of deep learning

to genomic data. The RNA training data used to develop a deep learning model comes in

a variety of forms, such as; RNA sequence data represented by miRNA-seq, transcriptome

data in TCGA [11], and RNA methylation status data. In some cases, RNA secondary and

tertiary structures and CLIP-seq data have also been used to train a deep learning algorithm

to accurately model the structural attributes present within an RNA sequence.

As noted by Park et al., a CNN model is also perfectly designed to model RNA data as

it can collect and examine numerous patterns found within the data [239]. Similar to other

areas of genomics, the most common deep learning models applied are still MLPs, CNNs and

RNNs when examing RNA data. However, as deep learning models are often more flexible

in application than other machine learning models, they can integrate multiple avenues of

information, such as modelling the association between RNA and disease and RNA and drug

design.
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2.6.3 Proteomics

As in the previous sections discussing genomics and transcriptomics, deep learning can

also be employed to identify critical features within protein primary, secondary and tertiary

structure data and other physicochemical properties of amino acids (i.e. PSSM matrix) [240–

242]. The model can be designed to model a variety of protein properties such as; protein

contact maps, identifying critical properties about the protein structure, or the protein’s

function (e.g. subcellular localisation). Deep learning has also been used to model the

interaction between proteins and drugs.

Heffernan et al. used a stacked sparse AE to predict secondary structures and torsion

angles based on features from both the primary and secondary structure of the protein (i.e.

backbone torsion angles) [240]. Protein structure prediction has been achieved regularly

with DNNs such as AE [224, 240, 243, 244]. Additionally, convolutional deep learning

models have been used to predict the retention times of proteins [245, 246]. In contrast,

others have used convolutional layers to analyse mass spectrometry (MS) data [247, 248]

(e.g. De Novo Peptide Sequencing [249]). Wang et al. also used a CNN model to identify

the phosphorylation sites within a protein sequence [8]. While Kulmanov et al. employed a

CNN model to predict the functional properties of a protein [250].

Similar to work by Tavanaei et al. [251] on classifying the function of proteins, Lui et

al. used an LSTM model to predict the functional types of a protein [252]. This approach

used an LSTM to model the long-range dependencies within a protein sequence to achieve

state-of-the-art results. Some of the original attempts to model the structural properties of a

protein were based on using RNNs [253–255], as well as the classification of superfamilies

within proteins [256]. More recently, Baldi et al. used a bi-directional recurrent neural

network (BRNN) to model the properties of a protein by analysing the secondary structure

data [253]. Similar to genomics, hybrid CNN-RNN (i.e. bi-directional LSTM) based models

have been featured within the field of proteomics. For example, Sonderby et al. used this
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combination approach for subcellular localisation classification [257]. Just as in genomics

and transcriptomics, the most common deep learning architectures used in proteomics are

DNNs, CNNs and RNNs. However, from recent literature, both CNNs and RNNs are being

applied in combination to achieve state-of-the-art results in the field.

Recently, graph neural networks have also been used within the field of proteomics.

They can successfully model the protein’s function by utilising the interaction network of

a set of neighbouring proteins. One of the most famous implementations was by Zitnik

et al., in which they developed a protein-protein interaction model designed to predict

multicellular functionality through multi-layer tissue networks [258]. Zitnik et al. also

released one of the most popular benchmark datasets for testing the latest graph neural

network architectures [259, 187, 260]. Graph convolutional neural networks are one of the

most popular architectures for modelling protein data as they have previously been used to

model protein-protein interactions [181], modelling polypharmacy side effects [180], and

disease classification [261].

2.6.4 Discussion

As we have discussed in the previous sections, there is no universal deep learning model

that can be applied to handle all current task objectives in omic research. Each of the deep

learning models mentioned in this chapter has both advantages and disadvantages regarding

its applications. Initially, MLP based models were used for almost all omics problems. Still,

their inability to handle more complex omic data (i.e. the sparse feature set of a biological

sequence) made it challenging to model omic data accurately.

Convolutional based models became famous for quickly summarising an omic sequence

into a final vector representation before being analysed by a set of fully connected layers.

This approach was able to take full advantage of the omic sequence data that was available

without saturating to a few commonly occurring patterns within the data. Since a CNN
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could only model the fixed window size of the sequence, it could not model longer range

dependencies within a sequence adequately. During this time, RNN based models were also

becoming popular within the space of omic research. These models had the advantage of

using a memory module to track information temporally across the sequence. However, these

RNN based models would often overfit to commonly occurring subsequences. However,

since biological sequences can vary considerably, both CNN and RNN based models found it

challenging to model the motifs within the data accurately and would often overfit to frequent

patterns in the data. Therefore, both CNN and RNN models have been combined to form

a robust deep learning architecture that could quickly summarise the information within

the sequence and model long-range dependencies within the data. As we have seen, the

most common example of this is the CNN and bidirectional RNN modelling strategy used to

predict the properties and functions of a sequence [237].

In this chapter, we have presented the opportunities of using machine learning to advance

computational biology while also discussing the current limitations of applying basic machine

learning models. In the later sections, we addressed the importance of deep learning and how

it overcame the shortcomings of the standard approaches. However, there are still challenges

that must be addressed when applying deep learning to this domain:

• The amount of available data: A deep learning model requires a lot more data than

standard machine learning models before they are properly optimised to the task. If

this requirement is not met, a deep learning model will often overfit the training data.

Although a large amount of unlabelled omic data is being generated via next-gen

sequencing methods, there will still be the problem of insufficient amounts of labelled

data. A related problem is the model overfitting to the majority class if the labels are

imbalanced.

• The quality of the data: Since omic data comes primarily from experiments, it can be

highly complex, heterogeneous, noisy and often incomplete with only a subset of the
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observations containing legitimate labels. It is also essential to ensure that any input

data is properly cleaned before using it to build a deep learning model. In addition,

deep learning approaches should be relatively robust to noise in the training data.

• Computational time and cost: Deep learning models contain many parameters, which

can take a substantial amount of time and money to optimise. The variability of the

length of biological sequences can also lead to excessive sequence padding, which

will also slow down the training process. Testing all potential architectures can be

time-consuming and costly as their hyper-parameters must be tuned to the task.

• The black-box problem: Since each deep learning model comprises a series of complex

layers, it can be challenging to understand the logic behind each prediction. In omics,

the ability to explain why a deep learning model is making certain predictions will be

crucial in advancing the domain by leading to scientific insights [262].

Nevertheless, improving our understanding of omic data through deep learning has the

potential to advance biomedical research. By adopting techniques from other domains (e.g.,

computer vision and natural language processing), deep learning can be applied to resolve

the current issues within omic research. By addressing the challenges above, researchers will

be able to uncover novel biological mechanisms through the use of deep learning. With the

introduction of attention-based deep learning, it is now possible to visualise the importance

of the local input features and provide a better understanding of the data. This will address

some of the black box problems surrounding deep learning in biological research. More work

needs to be done regarding standardising the benchmarking of deep learning models within

omic research. As more omic data is continually being curated, transfer learning will be

applied more frequently in the future. This will allow us to utilise the abundance of unlabeled

omic data that is currently available [263], to provide a robust deep learning model that can

be fine-tuned to a specific task at a later stage.
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2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed both the opportunities and obstacles presented when

applying deep learning to omic research. We have reviewed past examples that used deep

learning to solve specific problems within the domain. Although these cases were promising,

we closed this section by mentioning key issues with the application of deep learning that

must be addressed before computational biologists can properly utilise it. One of the main

concerns with using deep learning is that it requires large labelled datasets for training. In

the following chapters of this thesis, we aim to address this issue with novel deep learning

techniques. We also aim to address the black-box nature of these deep learning models as

omic research requires a model that is interpretable to the end-user so that more information

can be derived from the data.

Compared to traditional machine learning methods, deep learning is evidently better

at handling complex omic data, making it easier to obtain state-of-the-art results. Deep

learning can also be applied without the need for any feature engineering, which can often be

error-prone due to the variety of experimental data sources. The most successful applications

of DL in omic research to date has been through supervised learning, with very little attention

being placed on unsupervised (or self-supervised) learning in conjunction with transfer

learning. In the subsequent chapters of this thesis, we will illustrate the potential of these

techniques as a crucial step towards avoiding overfitting. This chapter has shown that no

particular method is universally applicable, and the choice of whether and how to use DL

approaches will be problem-specific.

In conclusion, deep learning has enormous potential to model omic data. This chapter

introduced the most popular deep learning models to be applied to this domain and sum-

marised recent applications within omics research. Deep learning techniques have continually

shown a significant improvement over traditional methods in tasks throughout omic based

research. Also, unsupervised deep learning techniques can help characterise data sets for
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which it is not trivial to obtain labels and integrate data from different sources. Modern deep

learning algorithms should also handle smaller omic datasets without overfitting to a handful

of examples. As next-generation sequencing technology continually improves, we will have

vast resources of both labelled and unlabelled omic data. Modern deep learning models must

be designed to capitalise on both resources. Biomarker discovery and disease research will

benefit from these new approaches as we uncover and understand more complex biological

mechanisms. Model interpretability will be vital for driving the domains forward using these

predictive systems.





Chapter 3

Expanding the Vocabulary of a Protein

Deep learning has proven to be a useful tool for modelling protein properties. However,

given the variability in the length of proteins, it can be difficult to summarise the sequence

of amino acids effectively. In many cases, as a result of using fixed-length representations,

information about long proteins can be lost through truncation, or model training can be

slow due to excessive padding.

In this chapter, we aim to overcome these problems by expanding upon the original

vocabulary used to represent the protein sequence. To this end, we utilise two prominent

subword algorithms that have been previously used to reach state-of-the-art results in various

Natural Language Processing tasks. The algorithms encode the original protein sequence

into a set of subsequences before a Doc2Vec model analyses them.

The pre-trained encodings produced by each algorithm are tested on a variety of down-

stream tasks: four protein property prediction tasks (plasma membrane localisation, ther-

mostability, peak absorption wavelength, enantioselectivity) as well as drug-target affinity

prediction tasks over two datasets. Our results significantly improve on the state-of-the-art
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for these tasks, demonstrating the benefits of using subword compression algorithms for

modelling proteins.1

3.1 Introduction

As is the case in many other information processing domains, deep learning frameworks

are emerging as a powerful and highly effective tool in Bioinformatics, including predicting

important protein properties from protein sequence information. Key to the success of deep

learning solutions is their ability to extract complex task-relevant features from raw input

representations.

A protein can be represented in three structural formats, the most cost-effective of the

three being the primary structure. A protein is often directly sequenced to produce a series of

amino acids (i.e. a string of characters representing each amino acid). The primary protein

structure is also the most readily available format. It will be utilised in each research chapter

to explore how deep learning can be applied to analyse this data. A protein sequence mainly

features twenty commonly occurring amino acids and occasionally some obscure amino

acids, again using a character notation for each amino acid. However, it is not uncommon to

observe cyclised, modified or cross-linked versions of a protein. Therefore, we also aim to

develop a model that is sensitive to subtle changes within a protein and avoid overfitting to

the original sequence.

Likewise, a drug can also be represented in three main formats: a sequence of characters,

a two-dimensional drawing, or a three-dimensional model. However, the latter two forms

often require far more computational resources to store and analyse the drug. Therefore, the

first format is often used to represent the drug as a string as it is the most compressed format.

1This work has been published as: Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (2020). “Expanding the
Vocabulary of a Protein: Application of Subword Algorithms to Protein Sequence Modelling”. In Annual
International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society. IEEE Engineering in
Medicine and Biology Society. Annual International Conference (Vol. 2020, pp. 2361-2367).
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The simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) is most commonly applied when

formatting a drug to a single line of characters, as it can preserve its structure via the use of

short ASCII strings [264]. Once formatted, the drug can then be converted back to a two

or three-dimensional format when required. Any atoms present within the drug are then

represented via chemical symbols (e.g. C, N, O, Cl, Br, or I). If the atom is an isotope, has

any formal charge, or does not belong to the organic subset, it will be surrounded by square

brackets. There is also a unique set of symbols that then represent specific bonds within a

molecule (e.g. . - = # $ : /). Additional ring structures and branches within the drug can also

be written using this format. The SMILES format has been used in a variety of applications

such as; molecular similarity [265], toxicity prediction [266], and virtual screening [267].

Before a deep neural network can analyse a protein or drug sequence, it is typically

transformed into one of two formats. The first option is to use a one-hot encoding of

the sequence of characters (e.g. amino acids, atoms or bonds) [268–270], which involves

replacing each character of the sequence with a one-hot vector. This is computationally

feasible, given the limited size of the vocabulary. Another option is to variable encode

the sequence of characters [271, 272, 5], where a unique integer encodes each character. A

trainable embedding layer within the deep neural network is then used to convert the sequence

of integers into a set of trainable vectors, each representing a character (i.e. amino acid, atom

or bond). One drawback of this approach arises from the limited size of the vocabulary. In

addition, given the small number of naturally occurring characters, this approach restricts the

amount of syntactical information that is retrained by the embedding layer, resulting in the

embedding layer over-fitting to specific patterns within the protein or drug sequence.

Modelling proteins or drugs in this way is equivalent to analysing a sentence only at the

character level. However, representing the patterns within the sequence at such a low level

can impact the amount of information that a deep neural network can effectively learn about

the relationships between each character. Such limitations that begin in the embedding layer
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may adversely affect the network’s performance at a later stage. This chapter presents an

approach to mitigating these issues by first using subword algorithms to re-represent either

a protein or drug sequence over a richer vocabulary. The algorithms we investigate encode

either proteins or drugs into a set of frequently occurring sub-sequences (k-mers), thereby

reducing the overall sequence lengths (and the variability in sequence lengths) and effectively

compressing the amount of data analysed by the deep neural network. In addition, this

subword encoding process will minimise the overall time and computational cost required to

train the models.

3.2 Related Work

A majority of the deep learning techniques adopted for analysing proteins have come from

the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). A common problem in NLP is accounting

for and representing out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, such as the case of translating one

language into is another via neural machine translation (NMT) [273–276]. One option to

avoid the OOV problem is to use a character level encoding. However, modelling at this fine-

grained level may ultimately lead to missing some important information about the protein.

Another approach to alleviating this issue has been to represent the protein sequence as a

series of k-mers, which are sub-sequences of a fixed length of k amino-acids [272, 4, 277].

This approach has the desired effect of reducing the length of protein representations while

also increasing the vocabulary size used for encoding the sequence. However, this simple

approach does not consider the relative frequency of occurrence of different k-mers: some

k-mers may appear very infrequently within protein representations. Because they occur so

infrequently in the training data, there is relatively little information for the deep learning

model to learn from, leading to poor embedding representations for use in downstream tasks.

An additional encoding strategy has become popular within NLP that offers the benefits

of encoding a protein at both an amino-acid and k-mer level, known as subword encoding.
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During the data processing stage, this encoding method breaks the original sequence into

a set of sub-sequences of varying length [276, 278–280]. The two most popular methods

currently used in deep learning are byte-pair (BPE) and unigram encoding, which will be

considered in this investigation. These subword algorithms have become popular to reduce

the number of out-of-vocabulary words analysed by these networks. In addition, as a part of

the data processing pipeline, these algorithms can convert the original sentence into a set of

unique, commonly occurring subsequences. In the context of protein sequence modelling,

this involves a re-coding of the original amino acid sequence as a shorter sequence that

uses a much larger vocabulary of symbols that represent commonly-occurring amino acid

sub-sequences.

In addition to n-grams, another common strategy to counteract the limitations of one-hot

and variable encoding is to use a particular deep learning layer known as a convolution

layer [271, 250, 8]. A one-dimensional convolutional layer can be seen as a motif collector

that combines the specific encodings for each amino acid to form a set of feature vectors.

However, there is still no standard practice regarding using convolutional layers for analysing

proteins as the hyper-parameters vary for each use case. Another drawback to using the CNN

architecture is that it can only collect common motifs within the sequence and is incapable

of actually modelling the long-range dependencies within the data.

This chapter focuses on comparing our approach based on subword encodings to previous

work using n-grams. In the experiments described below, we have opted for using a Doc2Vec

model [281] to test the performance of each encoding style. The embeddings produced by

each Doc2Vec model will form the input to a Gaussian process (GP) regression models [143].

This will allow for a fair comparison to the work carried out by Yang et al. that was based

on a tri-gram approach [4]. We hypothesis that the encodings provided by each subword

algorithm will improve the overall performance of a deep learning model, as these algorithms
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will be able to compress more information into each window being modelled by the Doc2Vec

algorithm.

3.3 Materials and methods

Analysing the primary structure of a protein can be viewed as analogous to a lot of the

work currently being carried out in the field of NLP, which relies on learning the linguistic

structure of sentences. Recent work in NLP has demonstrated the efficacy of pre-training

— in this technique, a model is initially trained on a vast corpus of unlabelled text before

being fine-tuned using labelled data for some specific task. Conceptually, pre-training allows

the model to learn the statistical regularities of the language (i.e. the meaning of terms and

the grammatical relationships that can exist between them), whilst fine-tuning optimises

the network for a particular task (e.g., identifying the emotional sentiment of a sentence).

Training such language models on large scale unlabelled data typically requires a considerable

amount of computational power. However, the encodings produced are general enough for a

wide variety of downstream tasks [282–284].

Pre-training is now standard within NLP and has resulted in networks such as ELMo

[285], GPT [286], GPT-2 [287], BERT [3], XLNet [288] achieving state-of-the-art results

for language modelling. In nearly all cases, these models use a subword algorithm first to

re-encode the original text. This transformation allows the system to separate rare words

within the vocabulary into more common subwords, e.g. the word "cars" would be split into

the wordpiece tokens "car" and "s". Breaking up the rare words within a corpus simplifies

the modelling process by allowing the network to combine these subword representations to

represent words instead of the original character sequence of the words. For this investigation,

we pre-train a set of Doc2Vec models on the most recent version of the UniProt database

of verified proteins [2]. The current database version provides approximately 500,000
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known proteins that will form the corpus used to optimise the subword algorithms (byte-pair

encoding & unigram encoding) and train the Doc2Vec models.

3.3.1 Byte-Pair Encoding

Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) is the most popular subword segmentation algorithm currently

being utilised within the field of deep learning [289, 280, 278]. It is based on a dictionary-

style encoder that minimises the total number of symbols required to reproduce the original

sequence.

In the original method introduced by Gage et al. [289], the BPE algorithm would have

compressed a set of bytes by replacing commonly occurring pairs of bytes with a brand

new byte that is unique to the data. In the context of NLP, the BPE would be modified

so that commonly occurring subword pairs would be merged into one subword instead of

replacing the pair with a unique encoding. The following steps are performed by the BPE

when operating on natural language:

1. Initialise the vocabulary based on the characters present within each token of the text.

2. Every token is broken up into a set of characters.

3. Iteratively counts the pairs of frequently occurring n-grams based on all tokens within

the vocabulary.

4. The most frequent character pairs are merged to form a new n-gram added to the

vocabulary.

5. Step 4 is repeated with the new version of the vocabulary (i.e. including any additional

n-grams) until the desired vocabulary size is reached.

The algorithm partitions the sequence of amino acids into a set of frequently occurring

subsequences (i.e. k-mers) for a protein. Subsequences are derived by combining the most
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Fig. 3.1 The distribution of a proteins length once encoded by a Byte-Pair Encoding algorithm.
The data was collected from the most recent version of the UniProt database of verified
proteins [2]

frequent adjacent pairs of subsequences into a new symbol, then added to the original

vocabulary. This final step is repeated until a maximum vocabulary size is reached. Once

optimised, the new vocabulary is used to break any protein into a sequence of k-mers,

thereby reducing the actual length of the tokens (Figure 3.1) required for analysis. One clear

disadvantage of this algorithm is that it is purely based on the frequency of adjacent pairs

of symbols, affecting how the algorithm breaks a protein up into k-mers. For example, if a

specific motif is poorly represented within the training proteins, the algorithm will struggle

to split a motif accurately into its constituent k-mers.

3.3.2 Unigram Encoding

Another approach to subword segmentation is based on optimising the entropy of a given

encoded sequence. The unigram encoding algorithm has only been recently developed but

has become popular within the field of NLP for its ability to generate multiple subword

representations [290]. This added benefit allows deep learning algorithms to generalise better

to these encodings rather than just observing a single representation, such as in the case of

BPE.
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In the context of NLP, the unigram language model assumes that each subword occurs

independently [290]. Given a sequence of M subwords x = (x1, ...,xM), and respective

subword occurrence probabilities P(xi). The probability of a subword sequence can be

determined by calculating the product of the subword occurrence probabilities:

P(x) =
M

∏
i=1

P(xi),

∀i xi ∈V, ∑
xi∈V

P(xi) = 1.
(3.1)

Let x∗ denote the most probable segmentation of the input sentence X , which is given by:

x∗ = argmax
x∈S(X)

P(x), (3.2)

where S(X) denotes the set of all possible segmentations of the input sentence X , given

the vocabulary V , the unigram algorithm estimates the subword occurrence probabilities

P(xi) via the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm that in turn maximises the likelihood

L. The EM algorithm is optimised using the Viterbi algorithm [291] to obtain x∗:

L =
D

∑
s=1

logP(X (s))) =
D

∑
s=1

log( ∑
xi∈S(X (s))

P(xi)), (3.3)

where D denotes the total number of sentences in the corpus. The unigram algorithm

initially sets the vocabulary set V to be larger than is required. During the optimisation stages,

the algorithm then repeats the steps discussed above to iteratively reduce the set V , until it

reaches the desired size. During each iteration, the unigram algorithm computes the loss for

each subword by determining the change in the likelihood L based on excluding the subword

from the vocabulary V . Subwords are then sorted based on their respective losses, and the

top η % of subwords (η is 80, for example) are retained.

In the context of encoding proteins, this algorithm treats each subsequence of amino

acids independently to its neighbours. At each iteration, the vocabulary is preset by the
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algorithm so that each protein can be broken up into a set of k-mers reducing its overall

length (Figure 3.2). The expected probability of these encodings is then maximised using

a Viterbi algorithm [291]. This process continues as the algorithm iteratively reduces the

vocabulary size until the maximum specified size is reached.

3.3.3 Pre-training with Doc2Vec

In this section, we will give a summary of the Doc2Vec model [281] as it will be implemented

during the pre-training stages of this investigation. First introduced by Le at al., the Doc2Vec

algorithm was based on the word2vec by Mikolov et al. [292, 293], which involves encoding

each word using either a continuous bag of words (CBOW) strategy or by using a skip-gram

approach.

Firstly, the CBOW word2vec method generates a sliding window of contextual words

surrounding the current word of interest. This method then uses the information provided

within the trainable embeddings (i.e. feature vectors) of the context window to predict

the central word. The opposite is carried out for a skip-gram word2vec model. Instead of

predicting the central word based on the context window, the algorithm must predict the

surrounding contextual words based on the central word.

In either case, both strategies are designed to represent words as a set of feature vectors

(i.e. embeddings). Le et al. developed the Doc2Vec algorithm to represent a complete

document as a single feature vector as an extension to this work. The Doc2vec algorithm

included the original word2vec model with an additional trainable feature vector unique to

each document. This additional feature vector was designed to model the structure of the

paragraphs, which enabled the algorithm to handle documents of various lengths.

Like the word2vec model, the Doc2vec algorithm has two main approaches to modelling

the words and the complete document. The first version is the Distributed Memory version

of Paragraph Vector (PV-DM), which is comparable to the CBOW word2vec method. In this
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case, the Doc2Vec algorithm must predict a word using both a window of context (i.e. word

embeddings) and an additional feature vector designed to model the concept of the document.

An alternative approach is known as the Distributed Bag of Words version of the Paragraph

Vector (PV-DBOW) Doc2Vec algorithm, which is comparable to the skip-gram technique

used in the word2vec model. Whereby the document vectors are used to predict the words

present within each document. In either approach, the word vectors are trained to determine

the optimal representation for the document vectors (i.e. by averaging or concatenating the

word vectors). In addition, the model includes a trainable hidden softmax layer, which is

then frozen during the inference stage. Applying either word2vec and Doc2Vec models to

omic data is now expected within the research community [294–296].

3.3.4 Modelling Scheme

The modelling scheme used for the protein tasks is outlined in Figure 3.3. It is split up into

three key stages; the initial stage, a subword algorithm (e.g. unigram or BPE) is optimised

on the ∼ 500,000 known proteins collected from the UniProt database. Once the subword

algorithm has been optimised, a Doc2Vec model is then pre-trained using the encodings

produced by the subword algorithm (as opposed to k-mer encodings [4]). Finally, once

the Doc2Vec model has completed its training cycle on the encoded corpus, it can then be

used to produce vector representation of any protein of interest. The encodings produced by

the pre-trained Doc2Vec model can then be used by a suitable regression model to provide

predictions for a protein property (such as drug affinity). For a fair comparison to the work

carried out by Yang et al. [4], we have opted also to use Gaussian process (GP) regression

models [143] based on Matérn kernels with ν = 5/2, which was fixed for all downstream

tasks.

The modelling scheme used for the drug-target tasks is outlined in Figure 3.4. We

extended our approach (Figure 3.3) also to include the application of modelling both proteins
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and drugs. Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Specification (SMILES) representations

were collected to form a corpus of known drugs taken from the PubChem database [56]. Again

using both subword encoding algorithms, we produced a set of Doc2Vec models designed to

encode the SMILE representations. Preliminary tests were performed to determine the best

performing representations for both the drugs and the proteins using a simple linear model.

Likewise, for an unbiased comparison to Öztürk et al.’s [5] results for predicting drug-target

affinity, we also use a set of fully connected layers to combine and model the embedded

representations of both the drug and the target protein for these tasks.

3.3.5 Tasks

The four downstream tasks included in this chapter contain a diverse range of proteins,

with each task measuring different properties from the other studies. The Absorption task

models how a protein can adsorb different levels of radiation due to its structure (i.e. surface

energy, intermolecular forces, hydrophobicity, and ionic or electrostatic interaction). By

understanding the absorption limits of a protein, one can quickly determine if the protein

be used for specific biomedical applications. The Enantioselectivity task considers how

proteins produce specific stereoisomers from the process of enantioselective synthesis. This

property is vital to modern drug design as different stereoisomers do not share the same

biological activity. The Localisation task models how proteins are transported to a specific

location (e.g. cell membrane) and then maintained at that location within the cell. Developing

our understanding of protein localisation will advance disease research and improve drug

design. Finally, the Thermostability task measures how specific protein structures are

more susceptible to change under extreme temperatures. This quality can be useful when

performing protein purification and polymerase chain reactions.

These tasks were previously used to evaluate protein embeddings by Yang et al. [4],

allowing us to compare our subword encoding strategies to the tri-gram encodings considered
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Unigram Max. Lengths
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Fig. 3.2 The distribution of a proteins length once encoded by a Unigram Encoding algorithm.
The data was collected from the most recent version of the UniProt database of verified
proteins [2]

in [4]. This section will only briefly describe the datasets used (for more detail on the data

and the collection methods used in each of the task datasets, please see citations). The peak

absorption wavelength dataset consists of Gloeobacter violaceus rhodopsin (GR) parent

and 80 sequences that include 1–5 mutations [297]. The enantioselectivity dataset consists

of epoxide hydrolase (EH) parent and 151 sequences that include 1–8 mutations [141].

The plasma membrane localisation dataset comprises a total of 248 sequences [298]. The

Thermostability (T50) dataset includes a total of 261 sequences [146]. In summary, these four

tasks include a variety of measured protein properties as they include libraries constructed

from both recombination and site-directed mutagenesis. The four tasks are summarised in

Table 3.1.

In addition to the original four downstream tasks considered by Yang et al. [4], the

application of subword algorithms on a set of drug-target affinity tasks will also be investi-

gated. These tasks were previously used to evaluate protein embeddings by Öztürk et al. [5],

allowing us to compare our subword encoding + Doc2Vec framework to this method. The

Davis dataset was a study into the interactions between 442 unique proteins (taken from the

kinase protein family), and 68 individual drugs with the affinity of each pair being measured

as a dissociation constant (Kd) value [299]. The Kiba dataset included 229 unique protein
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and 2111 individual drugs [300]. The affinity values used in this task were based on a Kiba

approach described by Tang et al. [300]. The Davis and Kiba datasets are summarised in

Table 3.2.

Table 3.1 Summary of protein tasks used to evaluate embedded representations (adapted
from [4]).

Task n Protein Library Property

Localisation 248 Channelrhodopsin Recombination Plasma membrane localisation [298]
T50 261 Cytochrome (P450) Recombination Thermostability [301, 146]
Absorption 81 Bacterial rhodopsin Site-saturation Peak absorption wavelength [297]
Enantioselectivity 152 Epoxide hydrolase Site-saturation Enantioselectivity [141]

Table 3.2 Summary of drug-target tasks used to evaluate embedded representations (adapted
from [5])

Dataset Proteins Drugs Interactions

Davis (Kd) 442 68 30056
KIBA 229 2111 118254

Fig. 3.3 An outline of the Protein Modelling Scheme.
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Fig. 3.4 An outline of the Drug-Target Modelling Scheme.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Protein property tasks

We began our analysis by comparing the results of a set of Gaussian Process regression

models for the four downstream tasks from [4]. For each task, we ran a five-fold validation

with an 80:20 split of the generated triplets from each training dataset to train and validate the

model’s performance. In each of the four tasks, the subword equivalent Doc2Vec models were

a considerable improvement over the original tri-gram [4] and character-encoded baselines

(Table 3.3). Figure 3.5 depicts the similarity structure of the best performing model for

each task (bold entries in Table 3.3), and how the similarity structure relates to both the

property being predicted in each task and the number of mutations with all t-SNE projections

using a perplexity of 50, as recommended by Yang et al. [4]. To produce these embeddings,

a unigram algorithm (v = 4000) along with a Doc2Vec model (w = 3) was chosen for

absorption. For enantioselectivity, a byte-pair algorithm (v = 16000), and a Doc2Vec model

(w = 3) is presented. For localisation, a unigram algorithm (v = 2000), and a Doc2Vec

model (w = 5) is presented. For T50, a byte-pair algorithm (v = 8000), and a Doc2Vec

model (w = 3) was used, where v denotes the vocabulary size of the subword algorithm and

w denotes the window size of the Doc2Vec model. Following Yang et al. [4], the first two

columns depict a t-SNE plot for the best embedding solution (coloured by task property and

number of mutations). The triangles indicate the parent proteins for each task. The third

column depicts a correlation matrix for the protein pair (with rows/columns of the heatmap

ordered by a hierarchical clustering solution).

The t-SNE plots for the peak absorption wavelength task show a clear separation between

proteins with high and low absorption values. The correlation matrix reveals two clear

clusters within the dataset (i.e. low and high). Thus, there is a relationship between the

number of mutations a protein has and its peak absorption wavelength; this relationship is
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Table 3.3 Results for the protein downstream tasks.

Model Encoding Vocabulary Absorption Enantioselectivity Localisation T50
Doc2Vec Unigram 2000 26.41 (2.268) 6.77 (1.018) 0.65 (0.056) 2.98 (0.166)

4000 18.09 (1.740) 6.90 (0.777) 0.76 (0.041) 2.80 (0.13)
8000 20.92 (2.073) 8.58 (0.894) 0.86 (0.046) 2.59 (0.172)
16000 24.05 (2.013) 7.07 (0.964) 0.77 (0.052) 3.33 (0.201)
32000 21.98 (2.058) 9.53 (0.978) 0.76 (0.049) 2.96 (0.18)

Doc2Vec BPE 2000 23.83 (2.323) 10.38 (1.06) 0.66 (0.049) 2.70 (0.184)
4000 20.80 (2.097) 9.76 (0.939) 0.67 (0.045) 3.01 (0.165)
8000 18.46 (1.852) 6.72 (0.808) 0.75 (0.046) 2.75 (0.13)
16000 20.64 (1.850) 6.08 (0.829) 0.73 (0.048) 2.76 (0.174)
32000 24.27 (2.193) 7.03 (0.95) 0.67 (0.052) 2.80 (0.175)

Doc2Vec [4] Tri-gram 8000 23.30 (2.129) 9.14 (1.018) 0.73 (0.047) 2.91 (0.198)
Doc2Vec Character 20 46.08 (3.718) 12.55 (1.733) 0.81 (0.091) 4.32 (0.286)

Notes: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the actual test values and the predicted test values.

captured by the pre-trained Doc2Vec models, which successfully cluster similar proteins

together and show the link between mutation and absorption. Both subword encodings

revealed noticeable improvements over the tri-gram technique used by Yang et al. [4], with

the unigram encoding scheme outperforming BPE (Table 3.3).

The enantioselectivity task was the only task where BPE and a more extensive vocabulary

was optimal. Again, as shown in Table 3.3, both subword algorithms perform similarly.

Just as in the absorption task, we see from the t-SNE plot and the correlation matrix that

the Doc2Vec encodings again contain information that links the mutation to a protein’s

enantioselectivity. As in the absorption task, there is a clear pattern to how the Doc2Vec

model encodes the proteins as it captures the number of mutations and enantioselectivity

values and the relationship between them.

Similar results were found for the plasma membrane localisation task. Both subword

encodings again had examples that vastly improved upon the previous tri-gram approach

(Table 3.3). However, when considering the t-SNE and correlation plots, we see that

the Doc2Vec encodings cluster the proteins based on their mutations, as there are three

clear clusters for each of the three parent proteins (indicated by the triangles in the t-SNE

plots). Within each of these clusters, the actual task property of membrane localisation was

moderately represented by the Doc2Vec encodings. We see that the encodings lack enough

detail to properly separate the proteins from high and low membrane localisation values for
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Fig. 3.5 t-SNE and correlation plots visualising the best encodings for each downstream task.

each of the three groups. However, it should be noted that from the Doc2Vec encodings,

Figure 3.5, we can quickly identify which of the parent proteins is more susceptible to having

a higher localisation value.

For the Thermostability (T50) task, we again see a performance boost for using a subword

encoding over the baselines (Table 3.3). However, in Figure 3.5, we observe the opposite

effect to that of the localisation encodings. In this task, the Doc2Vec encodings cluster
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Table 3.4 Results for the drug-protein interaction tasks.

Dataset Sudword Encoding Model MSE r2 C.I.
Davis BPE Doc2Vec 0.210 0.715 0.903
Davis Unigram Doc2Vec 0.213 0.705 0.903
Davis Character CNN [5] 0.261 0.630 0.878
Kiba BPE Doc2Vec 0.190 0.678 0.874
Kiba Unigram Doc2Vec 0.192 0.678 0.874
Kiba Character CNN [5] 0.194 0.673 0.863

Notes: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), r2 regression score (r2), and Concordance Index (C.I.)
between the actual test values and the predicted test values.

proteins that share similar T50 values instead of purely clustering the proteins based on the

number of mutations. The overall lack of clustering observed from the encodings may be due

to the Doc2Vec model being unable to capture sequential information or model long-range

dependencies within the proteins.

Nevertheless, using either subword encoding schemes provides a definite improvement

over the baseline encoding approaches. For example, from Figure 3.5, we can discern how

the number of mutations has a negative association with both the absorption and localisation

properties of a protein, with the opposite pattern for the enantioselectivity and T50 values.

To further improve the unigram results of all four tasks, we could consider the regularisa-

tion method by Kudo et al. [290] for open-vocabulary NMT modelling. Such a technique may

be helpful during the pre-training stage of the protein modelling. It would produce multiple

subsequence segmentations of each protein in the original pre-training corpus, leading to a

more reliable and robust representation of the proteins.

3.4.2 Drug-Target affinity tasks

For the drug-target interaction tasks, we used the same datasets used in previous work

by Öztürk et al. [5]. We used a 95:5 validation split of the training dataset to build our

corresponding interaction multi-layer perceptron (MLP). This deep neural network was

optimised using the ADAM [164] optimiser for a total of 100 epochs. To determine the best
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hyperparameters for the Doc2Vec model for both the drug and target data, we performed

a simple preliminary test. A linear regression model was used to determine the optimal

Doc2Vec hyperparameters for encoding both the drug and protein target. Then, the MLP

model was trained using the encodings produced by these optimal pre-trained Doc2vec

models. Again, the results of the drug-target affinity task reveal the advantages of using both

a subword encoding algorithm and a pre-trained model, as shown in Table 3.4. In both the

Davis and the Kiba datasets, these pre-trained subword based Doc2vec models produced far

better results than the previous CNN-based state-of-the-art model [5], with only marginal

differences in the performance between the byte-pair and unigram encoded models.

These results again demonstrate the performance boost from using subword encoding

and pre-training on a larger corpus. It should also be noted that the Doc2Vec results were

also a remarkable improvement over a far more sophisticated baseline (i.e. a three-layer

CNN model), which would contain far more parameters than that of our relatively simple

Doc2Vec model.

3.5 Conclusion

The results of this chapter show the clear advantages of applying a subword algorithm first

to encode a protein. Not only do these algorithms increase the size of the vocabulary and

compress the length of the protein, but they also improve the embeddings of a pre-trained

model in every downstream task we tested, surpassing the state-of-the-art for these tasks and

datasets. Whilst the correlation maps display strong and meaningful clustering within the

data for each task, the pre-trained representations still do not reliably predict certain measured

properties, such as localisation and thermostability. Nevertheless, these promising results

introduce the question of whether subword algorithms can further improve the performance

when combined with more sophisticated deep learning algorithms, such as convolutional

neural networks or long-short term memory networks. Nevertheless, we have shown that by
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first using a subword algorithm to encode the protein before performing pre-training, one can

better represent important and task-relevant information in the raw data. Furthermore, these

techniques for efficient encoding of proteins allow us to take full advantage of the rise in the

number of known protein sequences while also reducing the cost and time required to model

properties of interest accurately.

This chapter has shown one approach to modelling proteins through the use of subword

encoding algorithms and pre-training. In the next chapter, we will consider a different strategy

that utilises metric learning to address the issue surrounding the lack of large quantities of

labelled data. Finally, we improve upon these results using a more sophisticated deep learning

model, which allows us also to identify and visualise the critical parts of each protein.





Chapter 4

Deep Metric Learning for Proteomics

In Chapter 3, we discussed a scheme that allowed us to efficiently encode a set of proteins

through the use of both sub-word encoding algorithms and pre-trained Doc2Vec models. The

final protein vector representations embedded information with regards to the k-mers present

within each protein. However, these final representations were not tuned to each downstream

task. This brings us to the present chapter, where we apply metric learning to train a deep

neural network from scratch to model the same downstream tasks.

Deep learning has become an innovative tool for predicting the properties of a protein.

However, obtaining an accurate predictive model using deep learning methods typically

requires a large amount of labelled data, which is expensive and time-consuming to accumu-

late. Even when optimised, these algorithms are often black boxes, making it challenging to

interpret the decision-making processes that lead to the final prediction. Therefore, there is a

demand for innovative modelling techniques that overcome these drawbacks within the space

of bioinformatic deep learning.

To address these issues, we have designed a modelling scheme that utilises techniques

from computer vision. Specifically, we explore how triplet-networks can form a robust model

architecture capable of learning and ranking proteins from just a few labelled examples. We

evaluate our model on various downstream tasks, including peak absorption wavelength,
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enantioselectivity, plasma membrane localisation, and thermostability. The embedded

representations produced by this method show considerable improvement when compared to

previous baseline models. Finally, to emphasise that this is an example of white-box deep

learning, we visualised the features produced by the algorithm to better understand how the

network reaches its prediction for each protein property.1

4.1 Introduction

Having a limitless supply of labelled data is ideal for developing any deep learning (DL)

model. The sheer volume of examples provided during training enables a DL model to

generalise well to the overall task. However, such large labelled datasets do not exist for

a majority of cases when modelling proteins [4, 302, 303], which leads to the question of

whether deep learning can still be applied in these scenarios. Building a robust deep learning

model with a limited amount of labelled examples is not only one of the most challenging

aspects for bioinformatics and protein modelling, but for the entire field of deep learning

[304–306]. Issues arise when these complex models begin to overfit to the few examples

observed during training, producing relatively weak predictions when tested on unseen

data. For many years it was believed that the more complex a machine learning algorithm

(e.g. deep neural network) was, the more likely it was to overfit. However, recent work

in the subfields of natural language processing (NLP) [285, 286, 3], and computer vision

[304, 305, 307], have revealed that deep learning models can still be applied with significant

effect.

Implementing deep learning models for a task with a limited dataset is by no means a

new phenomenon. In particular, many of the most recent advancements within NLP have

been based on a technique known as pre-training, a method that requires training a deep

1This work has been published as Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (2020). “Deep Metric Learning
for Proteomics”. In IEEE International Conference on Machine Learning and Applications (ICMLA). Annual
International Conference (Vol. 2020).
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neural network on a large quantity of unlabelled data before fine-tuning the network on a

smaller labelled dataset [308]. The most recent state-of-the-art language models such as

ELMo [285], GPT [286], GPT-2 [287], BERT [3], XLNet [288] are all based on some form of

unsupervised or self-supervised pre-training (i.e. auto-regressive modelling or auto-encoding)

with unlabelled language sequence data. Recently, similar approaches have begun to emerge

for analysing protein sequences [4, 309, 310]. During pre-training, these networks are tasked

with predicting masked parts of the original input. For auto-regressive deep learning, the

masks are sequential to stop the network from looking forward when making predictions for

each masked token. For auto-encoding, a random portion of the input sequence is masked

out. This method does not restrict the network from observing the sequence in any one

direction and instead forces the network to include bi-directional context when making its

predictions. The utility of pre-training has also been demonstrated in the field of computer

vision [311, 312], where the technique of fine-tuning large pre-trained deep neural networks

[313–315] to specific tasks is now standard practice within this field. However, pre-training

such large networks takes a great deal of computational time and resources, and therefore the

use of such methods is still not widespread for bioinformatic sequence analysis.

Other deep learning techniques designed to handle smaller datasets have emerged through

the use of metric-based deep learning. These techniques were again popularised through

computer vision [316–318], whereby the network learns a non-linear mapping that can

transform a set of images into a feature space before comparing or matching these transformed

examples based on a metric (i.e. Euclidean distance, cosine-distance). Popular examples

include the use of siamese networks [304], triplet-networks [319], and matching networks

[305]. One of the main motivations behind our work is to determine if this form of deep

learning is suitable for protein sequence analysis.

Deep neural networks are a prime example of black-box machine learning (i.e. as more

layers are included within the model, the more difficult it becomes to decipher and interpret
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its decision-making process). This is a significant problem for several fields, including the

biological and health sciences, because it is often considered desirable for deep learning

algorithms to produce state-of-the-art predictions and be interpretable for the end-user. One of

the benefits of using deep neural networks to model a particular task is that they require little

to no feature engineering (i.e. generating task-relevant features from the raw data explicitly).

Instead, these networks perform a series of operations before returning a prediction, making

it difficult to determine how the various parts of the original input are combined to derive

meaningful higher-level features (e.g. the relationships between the k-mers within a protein

sequence). In the case of modelling protein sequences, it would be beneficial to simulate the

changes a protein may have when it has been modified and measure the relative importance

of each feature produced by the network. Interpretation of the features extracted by a deep

neural network is still an open challenge for the field of machine learning [320–322]. For

deep learning to dominate the modelling landscape of bioinformatics, more attention must be

directed towards designing models that better describe the decision-making processes being

conducted within the networks.

In this chapter, we seek to address these issues through the use of triplet networks, which

were previously popularised within the field of image classification [323, 324, 319]. This

type of network employs weight sharing to produce encoded representations of the input

data (e.g. images), which are clustered based on a triplet loss [323]. To train such a network

requires triplets (i.e. anchor, positive and negative) of examples. In the context of protein

modelling, it would begin with a single labelled protein sequence that would be used as the

anchor. Next, a different pair of labelled protein sequences would form a pair of positive

and negative examples, respectively. For the protein to be classified as the positive example,

it must possess a label (i.e. measured property) that is closer in absolute value than that of

the negative example. Once the triplets have been formed, they are then encoded by the

network, which is then optimised via a specific triplet loss that will be discussed in-depth
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Fig. 4.1 Triplet loss, based on the Euclidean distance between the anchoring protein and
a pair of neighbouring proteins. The positive example should be closer to the anchor than
the negative example, with respect to the property of interest (i.e. the values in the circles).
The goal of training this model is to encode the triplets’ information and convert it into a
meaningful embedding space.

in the following section. Without directly using the corresponding labels to each input, this

network can cluster and rank similar examples together in a semi-supervised fashion. Figure

4.1 depicts the need for a network to encode each protein in such a way that it reflects the

actual measured property in each task (e.g. peak absorption wavelength). Once trained, the

encodings produced by the network will reflect the order of the measured property. In this

work, we aim to be the first to show the potential of deep metric learning protein properties

through the use of triplet networks. By implementing this style of deep learning, we will be

able to use more sophisticated deep neural layers such as convolutional layers to analyse and

determine the essential features of each protein sequence without causing the model to overfit

the few labelled examples. Once the network has been suitably trained, we can encode each

protein and analyse how certain modifications to the parent protein can impact its properties.
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4.2 Related Work

Deep neural networks are already a popular option for encoding proteins and extracting

useful features from just the primary structure [26, 256, 325]. With the sheer volume of

sequencing data being collected and refined by labs across the world, it will be unsurprising

to see pre-training becoming a prominent strategy in the field of sequence analysis. With

vast resources of known proteins (e.g. the UniProt database [2]), one can now pre-train deep

learning algorithms before finally fine-tuning it to a desired area of research, as shown by

Rao et al. [309]. This was one of the first significant examples of comparing pre-trained

networks to the original baselines. One drawback to the Rao et al. technique was that

they only tested their LSTM and transformer networks using a character-based encoding.

However, most state-of-the-art language models [285, 286, 3] use a subword encoding

algorithm before processing the text (i.e., the text is represented as a sequence of meaningful

subword chunks rather than a sequence of characters). These language models mainly use a

subword encoding to overcome the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem. Applied to protein

analysis, such an approach has the potential to bolster the original amino-acid vocabulary

by efficiently representing potentially functionally relevant sub-sequences. Two of the most

prominent subword algorithms within NLP are the byte-pair encoding algorithm (BPE) [289]

and the unigram encoding algorithm [290]. The latter of these two compression methods

has become more prevalent in NLP because it is an entropy-based algorithm, which can

produce multiple encoded representations of the original input sequence. Creating a variety

of encoded sequences enables the model to generalise better to uncommon subsequences and

thereby resolves the OOV problem.

Given that a subword algorithm essentially compresses the original input sequence,

making it much shorter, a considerable amount of computation time and money can be saved

with this simple addition to analysing a protein. A subword algorithm can also provide

a more extensive vocabulary for analysis at the later stages of the investigation. One of
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the first examples of using pre-training for a protein sequence was by [4]. Their study

consisted of first breaking the proteins into sequences of tri-grams, which were then analysed

by a set of Doc2Vec [281] models that used various window sizes. The first drawback to

this approach was that they compressed the protein in a rather simple fashion using the

tri-gram encoding method, which is not sensitive to the relative frequency of different tri-

grams in the raw sequences. This technique inevitably leads to a large proportion of poorly

represented k-mers. Another issue with this approach is their choice of embedding model,

which adopts a Doc2Vec model to pre-train the encoded proteins. The model returns one

single vector representation for the entire protein, which is problematic when one investigates

specific modifications to a protein or why certain proteins behave differently under various

experiments. As an extension to work carried out by Yang et al. with the use of pre-trained

models, in the previous chapter, we tested the use of subword algorithms on protein sequences

[6]. We found that the Doc2vec models produced better encodings in every downstream

task when compared to the tri-gram encoded alternatives [4]. In this chapter, we seek to go

beyond both approaches by using a deep neural network to extract the key features of each

protein analysed. The network will then provide a rich feature set for each protein instead of

the single vector representation produced by a Doc2Vec model.

Given the considerable overlap between the techniques used in NLP and computational

biology, the approaches used in one field often lend themselves to the other. However, the

same cannot be said about computer vision as it can more be complicated to adapt these

techniques for computational biology modelling relating to sequence data. Consequently,

methods such as deep metric learning, which are now a standard in computer vision (e.g.

siamese networks [304], triplet-networks [319], and matching networks [305]) have yet to be

thoroughly tested within computational biology. The first example of deep metric learning

within computer vision was with a siamese style network by [326], which was a non-linear

metric learning architecture designed for signature verification. The network learned a set of
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features that would measure the degree of similarity between two input signatures. Another

major implementation of this style of architecture was by Chopra et al. [327], where they

used convolutional neural networks in a facial verification task. A convolutional-based

siamese network was also used for a dimensionality reduction task [328]. Hoffer et al. noted

that these siamese networks are all sensitive to the context of the data [323], as measuring

the degree of similarity between all pairs within a dataset are not always feasible, or only a

subset of the examples may provide a suitable reference point for making comparisons. Since

this investigation is based on modelling a set of regression tasks, a siamese style network

would not be beneficial for developing a robust protein embedding space as the labels are

continuous instead of a set of discrete classes. This would then limit the number of positive

pairs (i.e. two proteins that share the same value) one could generate during training, which

would hinder the model’s performance at generating reliable embeddings for each protein.

The issues surrounding siamese networks were later addressed by Hoffer et al. [323] with

another notable adaptation known as a triple network [323]. This three-branched network

would take a training triplet (xa,xp,xn), whereby xa, xp, and xn denote the anchor, positive

and negative objects respectively. The network then outputs the following:

a = f (xa)

p = g(xp)

n = g(xn)

(4.1)

D(a, p) = ∥a− p∥

D(a,n) = ∥a−n∥
(4.2)
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L(a, p,n) =
1
2
{max(0,m+D(a, p)−D(a,n)} (4.3)

where the functions f and g denote the branches of the triplet network. For inter-domain

learning, the anchor branch, f , can share weights with the branch g, while weights are not

shared for cross-domain learning. An object is termed positive if it is similar to the anchor,

and vice-versa for the negative example. Since the triplet loss minimises the distances

between the positive example and maximises the distances between the negative examples to

the anchor, it accounts for the distortion present within the actual embedding space. In the

context of computer vision, the triplet network is required to identify whether two images

are from the same class as opposed to identifying the class (i.e. the network is weakly

supervised). However, in this investigation, we test the triplet network one step further with a

set of regression tasks. Instead of identifying each protein and giving it a value, the network

must encode a triplet of proteins and rank a pair to the anchor for a particular protein property,

as shown in Figure 4.1.

4.3 Materials and methods

As described in the previous chapter, in our analysis on the application of pre-training and

subword algorithms on proteins, we concluded that there was a clear benefit to applying

such algorithms first to encode a set of proteins [6]. That study revealed that the encoded

representations of the proteins produced superior pre-trained encodings when tested on a

series of downstream tasks. Both byte-pair and unigram encoding algorithms were analysed

and benefited from data compression and an expansion of the original vocabulary. Unlike the

previous chapter, here, we will not be applying a subword encoding to pre-train our models.

Instead, since this is the first example of using deep metric-learning in this research area, we
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Fig. 4.2 Overview of the Triplet Network Approach.

will focus on an amino-acid-based approach to obtain a stable baseline while implementing a

triplet network.

4.3.1 Modelling Scheme

The triplet network utilised in this investigation is outlined in Figures 4.2a - 4.2b. For each

task, the proteins are encoded using the deep neural network, as shown in Figure 4.2a. A

trainable embedding layer is applied to transform each amino-acid of the protein into a set of

trainable vectors, which are then passed into three separate one-dimensional convolutional

layers (128 filters). Each convolutional layer has a different kernel size (i.e. 3, 6 and 9

respectfully), intending to collect important k-mers within the protein sequence. The features

produced by each layer are then concatenated with the original embeddings. The final

features are then max pooled to form a vector representation for the protein. Each branch

of the triplet network 4.2b begins with the triplet-encoder before being followed up with

one final fully-connected layer, and L2-normalisation, as used, is used in the FaceNet paper

[329]. Figure 4.2b visualises the weight sharing implemented to encode all three proteins
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during training. Once passed through the network, the three encodings are then evaluated

using the triplet-loss.

The loss essentially allows the network to rank the triplet according to the anchoring

protein. The objective of the network is then to decide which encoding (i.e. the left or right

protein) possesses a measured value comparable to the anchoring protein. During training,

the network learns to rank a set of proteins based on the 512 max pooled features extracted

from the triplet-encoder (Fig. 4.2a). A margin of m = 0.1 is applied while using the triplet

loss function (see Eq. 4.3) for each task. The Adam optimisation algorithm was employed

to train the network [164] with the default learning rate of 0.0001. Once trained, a simple

regression model can interpret the final encodings produced by the network to convert the

encodings into a set of predicted task values. To remain unbiased in our analysis of this

encoding scheme, we apply Gaussian process (GP) regression models [143] based on Matérn

kernels with ν = 5/2, to produce the final predicted values for each of the tasks. We chose

this regression so that we could make an unbiased comparison of our results to work by Yang

et al. [4], and the previous work that implemented subword algorithms [6].

4.3.2 Tasks

To thoroughly evaluate the performance of using our approach, we included four downstream

tasks in this investigation that cover a range of potential properties in which deep learning

could be applied. These four tasks are the same as those used in the previous chapter (see

Sections 3.3.5).

4.4 Results and Discussion

In this analysis, we evaluated our deep metric learning strategy on a variety of downstream

tasks, as shown in Table 4.1. For each task, we ran a five-fold validation with an 80:20 split of
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Table 4.1 Results for the four protein downstream tasks. CNN (Triplet) refers to the results
for the method proposed in this chapter. Reference [6] refers to the results in the previous
chapter.

Model Encoding Vocabulary Absorption Enantioselectivity Localisation T50
CNN (Triplet) Character 20 17.14 (1.487) 5.93 (0.741) 0.63 (0.042) 2.58 (0.13)
CNN (Non-Triplet) Character 20 25.28 (2.266) 8.01 (1.034) 0.67 (0.052) 3.32 (0.163)
Doc2Vec [6] Unigram 2000 26.41 (2.268) 6.77 (1.018) 0.65 (0.056) 2.98 (0.166)

4000 18.09 (1.740) 6.90 (0.777) 0.76 (0.041) 2.80 (0.13)
8000 20.92 (2.073) 8.58 (0.894) 0.86 (0.046) 2.59 (0.172)

16000 24.05 (2.013) 7.07 (0.964) 0.77 (0.052) 3.33 (0.201)
32000 21.98 (2.058) 9.53 (0.978) 0.76 (0.049) 2.96 (0.18)

Doc2Vec [6] BPE 2000 23.83 (2.323) 10.38 (1.06) 0.66 (0.049) 2.70 (0.184)
4000 20.80 (2.097) 9.76 (0.939) 0.67 (0.045) 3.01 (0.165)
8000 18.46 (1.852) 6.72 (0.808) 0.75 (0.046) 2.75 (0.13)

16000 20.64 (1.850) 6.08 (0.829) 0.73 (0.048) 2.76 (0.174)
32000 24.27 (2.193) 7.03 (0.95) 0.67 (0.052) 2.80 (0.175)

Doc2Vec [4] Tri-gram 8000 23.30 (2.129) 9.14 (1.018) 0.73 (0.047) 2.91 (0.198)
Doc2Vec [6] Character 20 46.08 (3.718) 12.55 (1.733) 0.81 (0.091) 4.32 (0.286)

Notes: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the actual test values and the predicted test values.

the generated triplets from each training dataset to train and validate the model’s performance.

To highlight the benefits of using a triplet network to train our model, we have also included

results of a non-triplet based CNN model trained from scratch without using triplets. In

each of the tasks, the triplet-trained version easily surpasses the non-triplet baseline, which

indicates that the triplet network is far better at efficiently organising the latent space of

each task. We also observed improved mean absolute error (MAE) scores for all four tasks

when compared to the original pre-trained baselines [4, 6]. To get a better understanding of

the encodings produced by the triplet-network, we used t-distributed stochastic neighbour

embedding (t-SNE) [203] along with cluster maps, as shown in figure 4.3 (with all t-SNE

projections using a perplexity of 50, as recommended by Yang et al. [4]). Combining both

plots provides us with a clear visualisation of how the network perceives each protein within

the individual tasks.

In Figure 4.3, the triplet network produces a set of encodings that can easily be clustered

based on peak absorption wavelength, with the parent protein appearing central as expected,

given its recorded value. These figures show the correlation between the number of mutations

a protein has and its absorption value. We can also discern how the network quickly identifies

the minor mutations to the original protein. These plots then allow us to observe the
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Fig. 4.3 T-SNE and cluster plots, depicting the relationship between the similarity structure
of the learned embedding space and the protein properties of interest (see text for details).

contribution each mutation has to the final feature vector. Visualising the encodings in this

fashion allows one to identify the mutations that complement the various parts of the original

parent protein.

Similarly to the absorption task, we saw an improvement in the enantioselectivity task

using this encoding scheme, as shown in Table 4.1. The t-SNE and cluster maps of this

task, Figure 4.3, demonstrate how the triplet encodings link the information with regards to

mutation to the actual property of enantioselectivity. Again, the network can successfully
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Fig. 4.4 Saliency maps highlighting the importance of each amino-acid for three proteins
taken from the peak absorption task. The original parent protein is outlined in green; the
least and most absorbent mutated versions of the parent protein are outlined in blue and red,
respectfully. The mutations can be identified via red lettering.

rank the proteins as these plots indicate the opposite effect of absorption as the proteins with

fewer mutations tend to have a higher value for enantioselectivity.

The results for the plasma membrane localisation task faired similarly to both the absorp-

tion and the enantioselectivity tasks. The triplet encodings once again improved upon the

original baselines shown in Table 4.1. When considering the t-SNE and correlation plots in

Figure 4.3, we can see that the fewer mutations the protein has, the more likely it is to have a

high localisation value, which is similar to that of the enantioselectivity task. By visualising

the encodings produced by the triplet network, we can determine that one of the three-parent

proteins is more likely to possess a higher localisation value. The more mutations a protein

has, the more central it is in the t-SNE plot, and the less likely it is to have a high value.

The last of the four protein downstream tasks was based on modelling thermostability

(i.e. T50) values. This task again benefited from the use of the triplet network, with clear

improvements over the original baselines outlined in Table 4.1. This result is unsurprising

given the results of the other tasks. When we visualise the encodings produced by the triplet
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network on Figure 4.3, we can see how the network was able to cluster the proteins with

high T50 values away from those with lower values. From these plots, it should be noted that

the network can recognise the three individual parent proteins within this task, as is evident

in their separation within the t-SNE plots. Furthermore, unlike in the previous three tasks

tested, the network seems to cluster the protein sequences solely on the actual property of

interest – not basing the prediction on the frequency of mutations but instead focusing on

the actual mutations present within the protein. This is apparent given the large cluster of

proteins sharing a high T50 value.

To provide a more in-depth insight into the essential features produced by our model,

we will focus on a single example based on the peak absorption task. In Figure 4.4, we

have included a set of saliency maps, where the original parent protein from the task is

outlined in green. This figure highlights the importance of each amino acid within the protein

sequence based on the features present in the final max-pooled representation. Below the

parent protein, we have also included two mutated versions of the parent protein. The least

absorbent mutated version of the parent protein is outlined in the blue, and the most absorbent

is outlined in red. When comparing all three proteins in Figure 4.4, one can see that the

mutations (red lettering) align with what the model deems essential from the original parent

protein. This figure illuminates the model’s ability to capture known mechanistic impacts of

specific mutations without prior knowledge about biochemistry.

4.5 Conclusion

This investigation has shown how one can still utilise a deep neural network to produce

state-of-art results even with a limited amount of labelled data. This modelling scheme

provides an insight into how the neural network forms each prediction as one can visualise

the impact of modifying the protein. In doing so, we can gain a more precise look at why

specific proteins behave differently. When visualising the embeddings of all four downstream
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tasks, we compared the correlations of each protein to their corresponding measured values

of interest and the number of mutations the protein compared with the parent. In all examples,

we were able to see how the encodings generated contained information at both levels. From

the results, the triplet network appeared to produce more detailed robust encodings regarding

the measured properties compared to the non-triplet and previous Doc2Vec pre-trained

baselines. Although the cluster maps did indicate some clustering within the data, there is

still room for improvement regarding the separation between the individual proteins. These

results also introduce the question of whether some other metric-based training scheme could

further improve the performance, such as a matching network. Additionally, there may be

room for improvement with using a recurrent layer (i.e. long-short term memory network or

transformer network). This will allow the network to model the long-range dependencies

within the protein.

This chapter shows that applying modern deep learning techniques to encode a protein

can improve upon previous baselines and enhance the amount of information gleaned from

each task. Furthermore, the triplet-style network allowed us to take full advantage of a

limited dataset and displayed the potential of deep learning in this problem domain when

suitable techniques are applied. In the next chapter, we will consider a strategy that utilises

both pre-training and metric learning to obtain state-of-the-art performance for each task by

using a transformer-based deep neural network.



Chapter 5

Deep Learning Proteins using a

Triplet-BERT network

In Chapter 4, we discussed a triplet encoding scheme that allowed us to efficiently encode a

set of proteins through the use of a deep convolutional neural network. However, each model

was only fine-tuned to a limited number of proteins available in each downstream task. This

brings us to the present chapter, where we apply both pre-training and metric learning to

fine-tune a transformer model for each downstream task.

Modern sequencing technology has produced a vast quantity of proteomic data, which has

been key to the development of various deep learning models within the field. However, there

are still challenges to overcome regarding modelling the properties of a protein, especially

when labelled resources are scarce. Developing interpretable deep learning models is an

essential criterion, as proteomics research requires methods to understand the functional

properties of proteins. The ability to derive quality information from both the model and the

data will play a vital role in advancing proteomics research.

In this chapter, we seek to leverage a BERT model that has been pre-trained on a vast

quantity of proteomic data to model a collection of regression tasks using only a minimal

amount of data. We adopt a triplet network structure to fine-tune the BERT model for each
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dataset and evaluate its performance on a set of downstream task predictions: plasma

membrane localisation, thermostability, peak absorption wavelength, and enantioselectivity.

Our results significantly improve upon the original BERT baseline and the previous state-of-

the-art models for each task, demonstrating the benefits of using a triplet network for refining

such a large pre-trained model on a limited dataset. As a form of white-box deep learning,

we also visualise how the model attends to specific parts of the protein and detects critical

modifications that change its overall function. 1

5.1 Introduction

Deep learning models such as deep neural networks (DNN) are becoming increasingly

popular in bioinformatics as they can handle large datasets, require minimal feature en-

gineering, and handle complex relationships within the data. This has allowed DNNs to

become state-of-the-art architectures for modelling tasks within genomics [26, 330, 331],

transcriptomics [332–334], and proteomics [335, 270, 336]. Deep learning has proven that it

can model various complex processes within biology, as these models provide predictions

without any explicit knowledge of the specific physical and biological mechanisms. However,

a substantial amount of labelled data is usually required during the development stages.

These resources are often not available for certain protein design and engineering tasks,

which is inconvenient when modelling critical properties within a protein [4, 302, 303].

Computational bioinformatics and protein modelling require new approaches to developing

robust deep learning models to combat the lack of labelled data. A majority of the deep

learning techniques applied in bioinformatics research originate from applications within

image classification [313, 337, 338] and language modelling [285, 273, 3].

1This work was submitted to the Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and
Biology Society. IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society. Annual International Conference, 2021
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In this chapter, we will consider a pre-trained BERT model [309], which is based on

a large corpus of unlabeled protein sequences with the goal of re-purposing this model

by fine-tuning it using a triplet network for a set of downstream tasks. Once the model

is optimised for the task, the encodings will reflect the expected measured property. Our

approach builds on the work of Rao et al. by tailoring their pre-trained BERT model through

the use of metric learning for protein analysis [309]. In doing so, the model should produce

an improved feature set for each task without overfitting to the limited labelled examples

observed during training.

5.2 Related Work

Determining the critical properties of a protein is one of the most challenging aspects of any

downstream task. Traditionally, many of these properties are discovered by examining the

physical structure of the protein. However, this is often a very time-consuming and expensive

process. Another option is to encode each amino acid with basic physical properties (e.g.

its charge or hydrophobicity). Inevitably, many physical properties can be missed or poorly

represented by such feature engineering, leading to overfitting and inadequately modelling

the downstream task. Therefore, many have considered encoding the primary structure of

the protein (i.e. the sequence of amino acids) [339–341], where a vector of real numbers

represents each amino acid and are optimised in a deep learning model. Since deep learning

is often used to avoid feature engineering, these models can capture sophisticated features by

analysing the original sequence of amino acids.

As vast resources of proteomic data become available (e.g. the UniProt database [2]),

it provides an opportunity to use large amounts of unlabelled (concerning the downstream

task of data) data to perform large-scale pre-training. This could be a vital step forward

for proteomic research as it is a far less expensive and time-consuming alternative. Rao et

al. displayed the potential of pre-training and fine-tuning for protein sequence analysis by
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introducing the Tasks Assessing Protein Embeddings (TAPE) [309]. They benchmarked

the current state-of-the-art models on a set of five protein tasks that included a variety of

domains within proteomics. This included a Transformer model [273], a ResNet model

[342], and a long short-term memory (LSTM) model [173] of their own design. In addition

to these three models, they also benchmarked two previously proposed architectures; another

a bidirectional LSTM model [343], and a unidirectional mLSTM [344, 345]. Rao et al.

experiments concluded with the transformer model outperforming every other model tested

concerning its accuracy, perplexity, and exponentiated cross-entropy [309]. These results

were not surprising as transformer-style architectures have quickly become the new standard

for many NLP tasks [273, 3, 346].

In an extension to the Rao et al. work, Vig et al. explored how this BERT model [309]

was capable of discerning structural and functional properties about the protein [347]. Vig

et al. proved that the model could model long-range dependencies within the sequence of

amino acids. It was also able to deduce information about the protein based on the folding

structure, target binding sites, and additional complex biophysical properties [347]. They

concluded that the specific heads within the model attended to individual amino acids, as

the attention similarity matrix was positively correlated to the expected substitution scores

(i.e. BLOSUM62) for each amino acid. In addition, Vig et al. noted that the deeper layers of

the BERT model focused relatively more attention on binding sites and contacts [347]. In

contrast, information about the secondary structure (i.e. low- to mid-level concepts) within

the protein was targeted evenly across each layer.

In this work, we aim to use such a triplet style training procedure to improve the encodings

produced by the BERT model of Rao et al. [309]. We extract embedded representations for

four protein property prediction tasks [4] using the pre-trained BERT model [309], and then

fine-tune our BERT model to each task. The tasked covered in this investigation contain

proteins from various families and library designs that were not included in Rao et al. work
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[309]. We show that the predictive power of models trained using these embeddings exceeds

those trained on the previous state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, this approach can be an

accurate and efficient alternative as it does not require alignment or any additional structural

data about the protein. Instead, a series of visualisation techniques will present the critical

relationships with the data and how the BERT model attends to specific amino acids in the

protein.

5.3 Materials and Methods

Previous applications of pre-training [4, 6] and deep metric learning [7] have shown a clear

benefit to applying either technique to analyse protein data. One key drawback to these

approaches is the limited window sizes to encode segments of the protein. This can be

detrimental to the model’s performance as it cannot capture long-range dependencies within

the protein and therefore encodes less information about the protein’s final structure. Our

approach improves upon these examples by using a BERT-style model capable of encoding

the complete protein in a bidirectional fashion. Past work has justified the importance of

either pre-training the model or using metric learning. There is still room for improvement

by bringing both approaches together by utilising a state-of-the-art pre-trained network that

has been fine-tuned using a triplet style network. Since the pre-trained BERT model of

Rao et al. has not been set up to handle a subword encoding (e.g. BPE or Unigram), we

aim instead to set a stable baseline for the application of both pre-training and deep metric

learning that will only use a character-based encoding. However, in Chapter 3 we have

has shown the potential subword encoding algorithms have in improving and simplifying

the pre-training process with a Doc2Vec model. Such a strategy could be beneficial first to

encode the proteins before being analysed by the BERT model.
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Fig. 5.1 Overview of the Multi-Head Attention Mechanism (see text for details).

5.3.1 Pre-training with BERT

Attention mechanisms are a common method for improving modern deep learning models in

areas such as computer vision [348–350] and natural language processing [274, 275, 273].

These mechanisms have become specifically popular in the application of neural machine

translation, as early implementations allowed a deep learning model to focus on the relevant

words and handle longer sentences [275, 274].

In addition to these examples, the self-attention mechanism was later popularised by

Vaswani et al. with the introduction of the transformer neural network [273]. This deep

learning model was based on the concept of scaled dot-product attention. The transformer

model has two separate mechanisms — an encoder designed to analyse an input sequence

(e.g. a sentence in English) and transfer critical information to a decoder mechanism that

produces a final predicted output sequence (e.g. a translation of the sentence in French).

Given a set of encodings for an input sequence X , the transformer begins by calculating the

Query, Key, and Value matrices, which is done by multiplying the matrix X (i.e. every row in

the X matrix corresponds to a word in the input sequence) with the trainable weights WQ,
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Fig. 5.2 Overview of the pre-training and fine-tuning procedures used for BERT. In this
diagram the tokens [CLS] and [SEP] are used denote the start and end of a sentence,
respectfully. See text for more details on the algorithm (adapted from [3])).

WK and WV respectively. The self-attention operation is performed multiple times in parallel

using the multi-head self-attention mechanism (Fig. 5.1), which allows the model to attend

to various positions of the inputs simultaneously. The self-attention operation is as follows:

Attention(Q,K,V ) = so f tmax(
QKT
√

dK
)V. (5.1)

In this equation, the Query, Key, and Value matrices are denoted by Q, K and V respec-

tively, and the dimensions of these matrices are represented by the variables dQ, dK and dV .

The self-attention layer allows the transformer to learn a probability distribution over each

column in the matrix V (i.e. it indicates how much the model should "pay attention" to each

column in V ). Finally, the outputs from each attention head are concatenated and passed

through a fully connected layer. The final features have the same dimension as the input

encodings, allowing the transformer to use residual connections between layers.

Additional methods for improving modern deep learning models have come in the form of

transfer learning (e.g. computer vision [351, 337, 352], and NLP [285, 308]). A deep learning

model is first pre-trained to one task before being fine-tuned to a secondary task. Devlin et al.
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revolutionalised NLP with the introduction of the Bidirectional Encoder Representations

from Transformers (BERT) model, which was one of the first examples of pre-training a

transformer model (i.e. a stack of encoder layers) [3].

The BERT model has quickly become state-of-the-art in various NLP tasks such as;

sentence classification, entailment, sentence similarity, multiple-choice problems and other

NLP inference based tasks. BERTs dominance in NLP is attributed to its ability to model

a language bidirectionally, which allows it to attain a more in-depth understanding of a

language, as it collects more syntactic information for each word [353]. During the pre-

training stage, BERT uses masked language modelling (MLM) (i.e. randomly masked input

tokens), which allows the model to be trained in both directions. BERT also performs

next sentence prediction (NSP) (i.e. predicting if two input sentences are adjacent to each

other [354]). Once pre-training has been completed, the model can then be fine-tuned to a

downstream task.

BERT has shown reliable performance when analysing natural language as the final

encodings contain information with regards to critical syntactical information (i.e. parts

of speech) [355, 356]. As the attention heads within BERT are known to specialise in

specific syntactic information [357, 358]. It has also been shown that the layers within BERT

gradually build hierarchical representations of the complete sentence [359]. This style of

pre-trained transformer model has also inspired a large number of additional deep learning

models within NLP [287, 360, 361].

5.3.2 Modelling Scheme

For this study, we are adopting a BERT model that was previously pre-trained during the

TAPE investigation [309]. It was trained using masked-token prediction [3] on the recently

curated Pfam database [362], which holds approximately thirty-one million protein domains.

In summary, the BERT model consists of 12-layers with a hidden size of 512 units and eight
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attention heads, leading to a ∼ 38M - parameter model. Every layer of the BERT model

is frozen except for the last layer, which will allow the model to be easily tuned to each

task using a triplet loss. The features produced by the final layer of the model are then

average pooled to form the vector representation for each protein, as recommended in the

TAPE investigation [309]. The entire Triplet-BERT network employed in this investigation

is outlined in Figure 5.3.

Once the BERT model has encoded the triplet, it is then passed through one final dense,

and L2-normalisation layer [329]. The triplet of encodings can then be used to train the

BERT to rank the triplet based on the anchoring protein, as visualised in Figure 5.3. The final

layer of the BERT model is then fine-tuned to each task using triplets generated from the

training examples. A margin of m = 0.1 is applied while using the triplet loss function (see

Eq. 4.3) for each task. The Adam optimisation algorithm was employed to train the network

[164] with the default learning rate of 0.0001. Once the final layer of the original BERT

model has been fine-tuned to its respective task, we will use its final generated encodings

to build a simple regression model to predict the given properties of each task. As in past

examples, Gaussian process (GP) regression models (Matérn kernels with ν = 5/2) [143]

will be used to model the properties so as to remain unbiased to the work carried out in

Chapters 3 and 4.

5.3.3 Tasks

To thoroughly evaluate the performance of using our approach, we included four downstream

tasks in this investigation that cover a range of potential properties in which deep learning

could be applied. These four tasks are the same as those used in the previous two chapters

(see Sections 3.3.5 and 4.3.2).
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Fig. 5.3 Overview of the Triplet-BERT Approach.

Table 5.1 Results (MAE) for the four protein downstream tasks. The BERT triplet model
are the work described in this chapter; Reference [7] is the work presented in Chapter 3 and
reference [6] is the work presented in Chapter 2.

Model Encoding Vocabulary Size Absorption Enantioselectivity Localisation T50
BERT (Triplet) (Ours) Character 20 14.06 (1.257) 3.85 (0.586) 0.50 (0.03) 2.36 (0.139)
BERT (Non-Triplet) [309] Character 20 16.57 (1.765) 7.57 (0.767) 0.70 (0.043) 2.47 (0.121)
CNN (Triplet) [7] Character 20 17.14 (1.487) 5.93 (0.741) 0.63 (0.042) 2.58 (0.13)
CNN (Non-Triplet) [7] Character 20 25.28 (2.266) 8.01 (1.034) 0.67 (0.052) 3.32 (0.163)
Doc2Vec [6] Unigram 2000 26.41 (2.268) 6.77 (1.018) 0.65 (0.056) 2.98 (0.166)

4000 18.09 (1.740) 6.90 (0.777) 0.76 (0.041) 2.80 (0.13)
8000 20.92 (2.073) 8.58 (0.894) 0.86 (0.046) 2.59 (0.172)

16000 24.05 (2.013) 7.07 (0.964) 0.77 (0.052) 3.33 (0.201)
32000 21.98 (2.058) 9.53 (0.978) 0.76 (0.049) 2.96 (0.18)

Doc2Vec [6] BPE 2000 23.83 (2.323) 10.38 (1.06) 0.66 (0.049) 2.70 (0.184)
4000 20.80 (2.097) 9.76 (0.939) 0.67 (0.045) 3.01 (0.165)
8000 18.46 (1.852) 6.72 (0.808) 0.75 (0.046) 2.75 (0.13)

16000 20.64 (1.850) 6.08 (0.829) 0.73 (0.048) 2.76 (0.174)
32000 24.27 (2.193) 7.03 (0.95) 0.67 (0.052) 2.80 (0.175)

Doc2Vec [4] Tri-gram 8000 23.30 (2.129) 9.14 (1.018) 0.73 (0.047) 2.91 (0.198)
Doc2Vec [6] Character 20 46.08 (3.718) 12.55 (1.733) 0.81 (0.091) 4.32 (0.286)
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5.4 Results and discussion

This study began by evaluating the original BERT model as an example of a pre-training

strategy. This model was used as a baseline for our investigation on a set of downstream tasks.

We then built on this approach by testing the advantages of combining both pre-training

and deep metric learning to the same tasks, as shown in Table 5.1. Just as in past studies,

we ran a five-fold validation with an 80:20 split of the generated triplets from each training

dataset to train and validate the model’s performance for each dataset. Doing so provided a

stable training setup during the fine-tuning stage of development. Unsurprisingly, the triplet-

tuned version of the BERT model easily outperformed the original pre-trained baselines

along with the other examples that included both CNN and Doc2Vec based models with

an improved mean absolute error (MAE) score in each task. Our results indicate that the

fine-tuning stage does alter the latent space produced by the original model and tailors it

to each specific downstream task improving the final representation of each protein. The

real value in applying pre-training is observed when the model can successfully encode a

protein without prior biochemistry knowledge. Only during the pre-training stage does the

model begin to learn these complex relationships between the amino acids within the protein

sequence. Through proper fine-tuning can these pre-trained embeddings be improved by

using deep metric learning to model subtle mutations within a set of amino acids.

The encodings produced by both strategies are visualised using a set of t-distributed

stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) [203] plots along with cluster maps, as shown in

Figures 5.4 - 5.5 (with all t-SNE projections using a perplexity of 50, as recommended by

Yang et al. [4]) were produced for each downstream task. Figure 5.4 depicts the encodings

of the original BERT model for each downstream task. While Figure 5.5 represented the

final encodings produced once the BERT model had been tuned using our triplet network

approach.
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Fig. 5.4 A set of t-SNE and cluster plots based on the embeddings produced by the original
BERT model, thereby visualising the correlations within each learned embedding space (e.g.
the number of modifications present and the functional property of each protein) (see text for
details).

For the absorption task, we see how there is less of an order to the original encoding

when compared to the triplet-tuned counterparts, as shown in Figures 5.4-5.5. In Figure 5.5,

it is far easier to determine which modifications will have a more significant effect on the

proteins absorption value as the triplet-tuned encodings become more tailored to the task.
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Fig. 5.5 A set of t-SNE and cluster plots based on the embeddings produced by the Triplet-
BERT model, thereby visualising the correlations within each learned embedding space (e.g.
the number of modifications present and the functional property of each protein) (see text for
details).

Figures 5.4-5.5 presents the model’s ability to capture even the most minor modifications to

the original parent protein, regardless of the length of the sequence. The high correlations

observed in the cluster map in Figure 5.4 reflect the fact that all the modified proteins were

based on one protein and indicated two main clusters within the dataset. However, in Figure
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Fig. 5.6 Average Attentions within the BERT model. The least and most absorbent mutated
versions of the parent protein are coloured blue and red respectfully.

Fig. 5.7 A set of attention maps highlighting the importance of each amino acid with three
proteins from the peak absorption task. The parent protein is outlined in green, and its least
and most absorbent versions are outlined in blue and red, respectfully. Any modifications are
represented by red lettering.

5.5 the cluster map based on the triplet-tuned encodings provide a more detailed depiction of

how the proteins are correlated to one another as we observe smaller sub-clusters within the

dataset.
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Fig. 5.8 Average Attentions within the BERT model. The least and most absorbent mutated
versions of the parent protein are coloured blue and red respectfully.
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Fig. 5.9 Average Attentions within the BERT model. The least and most absorbent mutated
versions of the parent protein are coloured blue and red respectfully.

In the enantioselectivity task, we again see the best performance from the triplet-BERT

model, as shown in Table 5.1. Still, both versions of the BERT model could detect any

modifications present within the parent protein. However, when considering the cluster

maps in Figures 5.4-5.5 we can see the triplet tuned encodings provide more distinct clusters

when compared to the originals. In Figures 5.4-5.5, we observe that the triplet encodings
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incorporate information with regards to the measured property and the modifications present

within the protein. In the absorption task, we notice that an increase in the number of

modifications could increase or decrease absorption values. However, for enantioselectivity,

the more modifications present in the protein, the higher its expected e-value will be for this

particular dataset.

When examining the plasma membrane localisation task, we again observed the best

results from the triplet-BERT encodings, as shown in Table 5.1. When visualising both sets

of encodings in Figures 5.4-5.5, we can see how the BERT model easily clusters the three

families tested in this specific task. Interestingly in Figure 5.5, the triplet encoding clusters

these families further away from one another. With smaller sub-clusters appearing for the

proteins that have a higher localisation value. The number of mutations appears to have an

opposite effect to that of absorption and enantioselectivity. From Figures 5.4-5.5, we see that

the fewer mutations present within this protein leads to a higher overall localisation value.

Just as in the case of the absorption and enantioselectivity, we again notice a far sharper

cutoff between suspected groups within the data when using the triplet encodings for Figure

5.5. In considering the cluster maps in Figures 5.4-5.5, it becomes easier to recognise which

parent protein is more or less receptive to the task as the model becomes better at detecting

the relevant modifications.

In the final task, we again observed the triplet-BERT model producing the best encodings

for modelling thermostability (i.e. T50) values, as outlined in Table 5.1. When we visualise

the encodings produced by each strategy in Figures 5.4-5.5, the proteins that possess the

highest T50 values are clustered into the centre of each plot. Unlike in the localisation task,

the encodings produced by the BERT model for the thermostability task are not initially

separated into three distinct clusters based on the parent proteins. Instead, we see a series of

smaller groups with most of the proteins with high thermostability values congregating in the

centre. Similarly to absorption and enantioselectivity, the number of mutations present in the
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protein positively correlates to the thermostability value. Just like the localisation task, when

we consider the cluster maps in Figures 5.4-5.5, we can see that triplet-BERT model is better

at clustering the proteins with higher thermostability values together.

To reinforce the utility and interpretability of this approach, we have also included a set

of Figures 5.7 that focus on a few examples from the peak absorption task. In Figure 5.7, we

have mapped the attention weights of the final layer onto the parent protein and two mutated

(i.e. the most and least absorbent) versions of this protein. In Figure 5.7, we can see which

parts of the protein and specific mutations (i.e. red lettering) contribute the most to the final

vector representation. Moreover, we consider the average attention in each head of the final

layer for these modified proteins in Figures 5.8a-5.8b. These figures illustrate the complexity

of this model as no two heads attend to the same parts of the proteins. In Figures 5.6a-5.6b,

by taking an average over each head of the BERT model, we can ascertain the critical parts

of the protein within each layer. Likewise, In Figures 5.9a-5.9b, by taking an average over

each layer of the BERT model, can we observe similar patterns within each head.

5.5 Conclusion

This work has illustrated how pre-training can be utilised for robust modelling of a protein’s

functional properties. With some additional fine-tuning through the use of a triplet network,

these models can be further improved. From the results, the triplet-BERT network produced

more detailed encodings in each downstream task when compared to the original pre-trained

BERT encodings and previous baselines. Furthermore, we observed state-of-the-art results

for all downstream tasks compared to using just one of these approaches when using both

pre-training and metric learning strategies. This investigation has shown that deep learning

can still be applied to produce state-of-the-art regardless of the limited number of examples

within the dataset. More specifically, we have highlighted the potential for pre-training

and metric learning within the field of proteomics. By visualising the intermediate features
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generated by the BERT model, we also provided insight into the function of a protein as we

measured the impact of specific modifications featured in all four downstream tasks.

As modern sequencing technology continues to improve proteomics to provide more data

on the properties of a protein, it will become paramount to link these extensive resources to

specific tasks through techniques such as pre-training and metric learning. In future work, we

postulate that subword encodings could improve the encodings generated during pre-training

by the BERT model. This will allow the network to learn a far more substantial vocabulary

for each protein and reduce the overall sequence length of the protein, which will reduce the

time and cost required to perform pre-training.

We shall now proceed to the penultimate research chapter, where we predict phosphoryla-

tion sites within a protein using a state-of-the-art deep learning model that uses a combination

of both convolutional layers and transformer layers. Again we apply pre-training and fine-

tuning to achieve the best results.



Chapter 6

Phosphorylation site prediction

In the previous chapters, we have outlined the importance of pre-training a deep learning

model before applying it to a downstream task. We achieved state-of-the-art performance

from a fine-tuned transformer model. This chapter will implement a pre-trained hybrid deep

learning model that contains both convolutional and transformer layers designed to detect

phosphorylation sites within a protein.

Deep learning has become an innovative tool for detecting phosphorylation sites within

a protein. However, the imbalance between negative and positive sites makes it challenging

for a deep learning model to classify all sites accurately. Although identifying additional

sites is possible, it is often costly and time-consuming with existing methods. Therefore, there

is a demand for innovative modelling techniques that can overcome these limitations.

To address these issues, we explore how convolutional and transformer-based neural

networks can be combined and trained using a loss function employed in computer vision

to form a robust architecture that is less likely to overfit to any one class when compared to

previous baselines.
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We evaluate our model on a general phosphorylation site dataset and a variety of kinase-

specific datasets, including CDK, CK2, MAPK, PKA and PKC. Finally, we visualise the

model’s features to gain a better understanding of the prediction of each site.1

6.1 Introduction

There is an evident demand to understand the phosphorylation procedure with regards to

biomarker discovery and disease research [363, 364]. Improving our understanding of

this process will be vital to unlocking more information about each protein and, in turn,

advancing current biomarker discovery and disease research. Gaining a better understanding

of these post-translational modifications (PTM) will allow us to uncover how proteins regulate

folding, target specific subcellular compartments, interact with other ligands and proteins,

achieve individual functional states, and are used for controlling cellular processes [365–367].

This once very time consuming and expensive process has now been transformed with the

use of deep learning, which provides a faster and cheaper alternative to carrying out such

experiments [8, 268].

Following protein biosynthesis, a protein undergoes a process known as post-translational

modification (PTM) (e.g. phosphorylation, acetylation, methylation or ubiquitination).

However, in this work, we will be primarily focusing on the phosphorylation process that

occurs on serine (S), threonine (T) and tyrosine (Y) residues. These modifications are known

to play a critical role in omic research [368–370] as past research has linked these sites to

various diseases [364].

With the aid of next-generation sequencing techniques, such as low- and high-throughput

mass spectrometry machines can accurately detect phosphorylation sites within a protein,

1This work was presented as: Lennox, M., Robertson, N., Devereux, B. (2020). “DeepPS: a transformer
model for predicting general and kinase-specific phosphorylation sites”. In Annual International Conference on
Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology. Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology. Annual International
Conference (2020).
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which has then led to an explosion of proteomic data on the topic [371, 372]. Consequently,

it will become even more time consuming and costly to identify and understand these modifi-

cations. Past experimental methods are still very labour-intensive and time-consuming when

applied to verify a large number of candidate phosphorylation sites [373–375]. Therefore,

there is an apparent demand within cell biology and disease research for new automated

methods to recognise a phosphorylation site. Using a computational approach to address

these issues will perform large-scale experiments far faster than a traditional human-operated

system and at a fraction of the cost.

6.2 Related Work

Previous work based on developing predictive phosphorylation site models can be broken

down into two categories; general phosphorylation site models [376–378] and kinase-specific

phosphorylation site models [379–384]. The majority of these examples were based on

using some form of a machine learning (ML) model to predict the sites. Examples include a

Support Vector Machine [385], Bayesian decision theory [386], logistic regression [387] and

Random forest [388].

One disadvantage to these approaches is that the data was initially feature engineered

before being analysed by the machine learning model. These initial steps were designed

to simplify the original input data based on the patterns observed in the protein that was

deemed necessary based on domain knowledge of the topic. The performance of each model

was then highly dependent on this reduced set of features. For example, an amino acid

substitution matrix was applied to each protein before it was modelled by a group-based

prediction system [380–383]. Next, Gao et al. feature-engineered each protein sequence

using k-nearest-neighbour scores, disorder scores, and amino acid frequencies [389, 390]. In

contrast, other attempts included physicochemical properties about the protein [378, 391]. In

each of these past examples, feature engineering is required to simplify the original input
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before a machine learning model could make phosphorylation sites predictions. This then

introduces human error and selective bias towards features that are deemed necessary by the

user. In this work, we will apply a deep learning model to accurately predict phosphorylation

sites without relying on domain knowledge or the application of feature engineering and

achieve state-of-the-art performance over previous machine learning methods.

The first novel deep-learning model capable of making general and kinase-specific

phosphorylation site predictions was by Wang et al. with MusiteDeep [8]. Their attention-

based CNN could predict if a site existed from analysing a window of thirty-three amino

acids. Additionally, Wang et al.’s approach to developing kinase-specific models was based

on the concept of transfer learning, which required fine-tuning the kinase-specific classifiers

by using the already pre-trained general phosphorylation classifier weights. Later Lou et

al. extended upon this work with the DeepPhos model [268], which was a more extensive

multi-layer convolutional neural network (CNN) model that used dense connections between

layers. From their results, the DeepPhos model was only marginally better than using a

recurrent neural network (RNN). Unfortunately, this black-box approach makes it very

difficult to identify why specific sites can be phosphorylated. Also, it should be noted that

both MusiteDeep and DeepPhos cannot model the sequential motifs/patterns found within the

data. Recently, the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has seen a current innovation

in the analysis of sequences with the introduction of the transformer network [273]. However,

there has yet to be a study that considers combining both convolutional and transformer

networks to analyse proteins. In this work, we aim to address the issues of past deep learning

models by using a combination of both convolutional and transformer networks to make

PTM predictions. To avoid overfitting the lack of data for each kinase, we will pre-train our

network on the general site problem before fine-tuning it to specific kinase examples later.

We present DeepPS, a state-of-the-art deep-learning model for general and kinase-specific

phosphorylation site prediction that combines convolutional and transformer networks. The
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DeepPS model is an extension to the MusiteDeep model by Wang et al. [8]. Instead of

using just one attention layer to condense the contextual information within the protein

sequence, we have opted to use several layers based on the transformer-style architecture

from the original paper by Vaswani et al. [273]. Unlike past models, DeepPS is one of

the first examples combining a convolutional and transformer network to form a classifier.

During the training, we also use an alternative loss function to the standard binary cross-

entropy to address the imbalance problem within the data. This model should then be able

to collect the n-grams via the CNN while also modelling the sequential composition of the

data via the attention layers of the transformer. The transformer component will be able to

attend to various protein positions due to the stacks of self-attention layers, which applies

the self-attention mechanism using a multi-headed approach. This architecture will handle

proteins of different sizes, much like other RNN or CNN implementations. It will also allow

the model to measure significant motifs that contribute to the final prediction for each site

without requiring feature engineering. As the transformer layers can be calculated in parallel,

there will be a significant improvement in training time over using an RNN to model the

long-range dependencies in the data. As the model does not use pooling, we will be able to

visualise the derived features produced by the model to understand the predictions better.

The DeepPS model is the first deep-learning example to use both a CNN and transformer

framework for general and kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction.

6.3 Materials and Methods

6.3.1 Modelling Scheme

The DeepPS model used in this chapter is outlined in Figure 6.1. It begins by embedding each

of the amino acids within the window. Three additional convolutional layers with residual

connections are used to build a rich feature set for each phosphorylation site. These encoded
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features are then passed to a four-layer transformer that decodes the features provided by

the CNN encoder. The transformer decoder contains eight attention heads within each layer,

thereby creating a model with eight Query/Key/Value weight (randomly initialised) matrices

for each of the four layers within the DeepPS model (Fig. 5.1). The transformer model also

included a positional embedding, allowing the model to learn specific patterns concerning

the position of each amino acid within the sequence or the distance between different amino

acids in the protein.

As this model does not contain any recurrence, a positional encoding is added to give the

model some information about the relative position of the amino acids in the protein sequence.

Then, the positional encoding vector is added to the embedding vector. Embeddings represent

a token in a d-dimensional space where tokens with similar meaning will be closer to each

other. However, the embeddings do not encode the relative position of amino acids in the

protein sequence. So after adding the positional encoding, amino acids will be closer to

each other based on the similarity of their meaning and their position in the protein, in the

d-dimensional space. The formula for calculating the positional encoding following the

initial treatment by Vaswani et al. [273], is as follows:

PE(pos,2i) = sin

(
pos

10000
2i

dmodel

)
(6.1)

PE(pos,2i+1) = cos

(
pos

10000
2i

dmodel

)
(6.2)

where pos is the position, dmodel is the input dimension, and i is the dimension.

The final features produced by the transformer can then be visualised to interpret the

contribution each surrounding amino acid has to the central site of interest. The features are

reduced by selecting the vector representing the site. This vector is then passed through a

multi-layer perceptron (MLP) before a final fully-connected sigmoid layer is used to provide

a classification. Unlike the past examples, this network is not trained using a binary cross-
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entropy. Instead, we use focal loss [392], which penalises the model for easily classified

examples (i.e. the majority of the negative sites). Focal loss was first introduced in the

RetinaNet paper [392], and has been used in classification deep learning models (e.g. object

detection) when the training classes are imbalanced (e.g. the model observes the background

class repeatedly and misses the objects of interest). Focal loss essentially down-weights the

majority class, which causes the model to focus on accurately classifying any additional

classes. As these examples contribute less to the overall loss, it allows the DeepPS model to

focus instead on the sites that are more difficult to classify. We then avoid the need to use

such strategies such as bootstrapping as was utilised to build the MusiteDeep model.

In developing the phosphorylation prediction models for each specific kinase, we first

pre-trained the DeepPS model using the general phosphorylation data before freezing the

encoder and decoder components of the model. Finally, the last fully-connected layers were

fine-tuned to the five kinase families, as described in Table 6.2. Pre-training has become a

standard practice in deep learning and has successfully been applied within computer vision

and natural language processing. During the fine-tuning process, only the fully-connected

layers at the end of the network are trainable. As the DeepPS model has many parameters,

it would easily overfit each kinase-specific task. However, we avoid overfitting problems

by pre-training the model first of the general sites and later freezing these layers during the

tuning stage. This procedure will also let the model learn critical features from the general

site data that may not be adequately represented in each kinase dataset and boost its overall

performance.

6.3.2 Tasks

The phosphorylation site data used in this chapter was based on the original study by Wang

et al. [8]. This particular homo sapiens phosphorylation data consisted of the sites; serine

(S), threonine (T) and tyrosine (Y). This data was gathered from the UniProt/Swiss-Prot
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Fig. 6.1 Overview of the complete DeepPS Model (see text for details).

database [393]. Just like the study by Wang et al., each protein will be broken into segments

of the thirty-three amino acids with a potential site being at the centre of each window [8]. If

annotations are available for a related site, it will be labelled as a positive example; otherwise,

it will be labelled negative. The kinase-specific phosphorylation data used in this chapter

was based on the original data collected by Wang et al. [8], which was also gathered from

the UniProt/Swiss-Prot [393]. In both the general and kinase-specific investigation, we used

the most recent version of the PhosphoSitePlus [394] to update the labels from the study by

Wang et al. [8]. For more information with regards to the data collection and processing

methods used in previous research, see [8].

To be unbiased in our evaluation approach, we will compare the DeepPS model to other

machine learning models using the same independent train and test datasets. Wang et al. had

previously constructed a non-redundant training and testing set by ensuring there was a

minimal number of similarities between the proteins in both sets using Blastp [8]. In this

chapter, we will also use the same datasets to provide a fair comparison. Table 6.1 summarises
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Table 6.1 General phosphorylation sites (adapted from [8])

Dataset Sites # of positive sites # of negative sites
Training S/T 187,168 1,466,155
Training Y 37,227 279,349
Testing S/T 9,337 53,782
Testing Y 1,221 8,004

Table 6.2 Kinase-specific phosphorylation sites (adapted from [8]).

Kinase Dataset Sites # of positive sites # of negative sites
CDK Training S/T 3,700 9,226

Training Y 503 1,717
Testing S/T 901 2,366
Testing Y 156 409

CK2 Training S/T 2,068 5,694
Training Y 404 1,118
Testing S/T 501 1,728
Testing Y 110 362

MAPK Training S/T 3,588 10,343
Training Y 571 1,771
Testing S/T 805 2,236
Testing Y 140 438

PKA Training S/T 3,577 13,483
Training Y 689 2,717
Testing S/T 714 2,893
Testing Y 133 639

PKC Training S/T 3,749 12,544
Training Y 862 2,559
Testing S/T 864 3,071
Testing Y 207 636

the total number of phosphorylation sites collected, and Table 6.2 summarises the collected

kinase-specific phosphorylation data used in this study.

6.4 Results and Discussion

This chapter uses five-fold cross-validation to properly train and evaluate our model and

compare it against previous deep learning architectures using the same independent test

set. The results for the general phosphorylation experiment are outlined in Table 6.3. The
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Table 6.3 General phosphorylation results (S/T/Y sites)

Model AUC AP Accuracy F1
DeepPS 0.792 (0.0002) 0.429 (0.0025) 0.836 (0.0134) 0.439 (0.0419)
DeepPhos 0.704 (0.0008) 0.254 (0.0025) 0.629 (0.0294) 0.347 (0.0702)
MusiteDeep 0.768 (0.0008) 0.417 (0.0063) 0.789 (0.0363) 0.436 (0.074)

Notes: Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), Average Precision
(AP), Accuracy, and F1-scores between the test labels and the predicted labels.

Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), Average Precision (AP),

Accuracy, and F1 scores were measured to provide a complete comparison to other models.

From Table 6.3, one can see that the DeepPS model easily outperformed all baselines,

which were initially improvements over past feature-engineered approaches. The DeepPS

model is a natural extension of the MusiteDeep model. We improve upon it using a four-

layer transformer decoder to model the recurrent patterns within the protein through the

use of the multi-headed attention layers, as opposed to a single attention mechanism. Our

approach improves on MusiteDeep and DeepPhos, the previous state-of-the-art deep learning

approaches to phosphorylation site prediction.

Next, we turn to the interpretability of the model. A sample site was taken from the test

dataset and was passed through the DeepPS model. An encoding for each site was then

reduced down to a two-dimensional space for visualisation purposes. Figures 6.2a and 6.2b

are t-SNE plots for both the general (i.e. positive or negative) and the residue-specific (i.e.

serine (S), threonine (T) and tyrosine (Y)) sites respectfully (with all t-SNE projections using

a perplexity of 30). From Figure 6.2a, we can see that the model moderately separates both

types of sites. However, there is still a large overlap between the two examples, perhaps due

to the limited window size used when testing (i.e. 33-window size). Instead, it is due to

the model lacking information about the complete protein. In Figure 6.2b, we visualise the

same encoding but now with the residue-specific labels. Unsurprisingly, we can see how the

network treats both serine (S) and threonine (T) similarly as they are clustered together and
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Fig. 6.2 A set of t-SNE plots visualising the encodings produce by the DeepPS model.

away from the tyrosine (Y) examples [395]. Wang et al. noted that the redundancy within the

training and test sets had a minimal effect on the overall final performance [8].

Fig. 6.3 A set of attention maps visualising the importance of each amino acid with respect to
the central phosphorylation site. Heatmaps visualising the eight attention heads in DeepPS.

In the earlier development stages of the DeepPS model, we evaluated various popular

deep learning architectures. Initially, we combined CNN and bidirectional LSTM style

models with a standard attention mechanism. However, we found that the LSTM model

took a considerable amount of time to train and provided a minimal improvement over the
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Fig. 6.4 Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves for all phosphorylation site models.

Table 6.4 Kinase-specific phosphorylation results (S/T sites).

Kinase Model AUC AP Accuracy F1
CDK DeepPS 0.807 (0.0005) 0.663 (0.0008) 0.795 (0.0108) 0.52 (0.0197)
- DeepPhos 0.737 (0.0003) 0.494 (0.0044) 0.68 (0.0317) 0.539 (0.0567)
- MusiteDeep 0.696 (0.0009) 0.523 (0.009) 0.745 (0.0025) 0.251 (0.0812)
CK2 DeepPS 0.803 (0.0001) 0.587 (0.0027) 0.813 (0.0045) 0.505 (0.0111)
- DeepPhos 0.707 (0.001) 0.389 (0.0024) 0.705 (0.0083) 0.472 (0.0111)
- MusiteDeep 0.713 (0.0016) 0.462 (0.0174) 0.781 (0.0218) 0.342 (0.0091)
MAPK DeepPS 0.796 (0.0005) 0.628 (0.0014) 0.796 (0.0116) 0.508 (0.0507)
- DeepPhos 0.68 (0.001) 0.401 (0.0128) 0.646 (0.0064) 0.475 (0.034)
- MusiteDeep 0.737 (0.0006) 0.532 (0.0167) 0.77 (0.0007) 0.394 (0.1108)
PKA DeepPS 0.816 (0.0005) 0.528 (0.0062) 0.824 (0.0083) 0.478 (0.0478)
- DeepPhos 0.759 (0.0006) 0.409 (0.0057) 0.706 (0.0048) 0.46 (0.1133)
- MusiteDeep 0.651 (0.0008) 0.406 (0.0211) 0.799 (0.0304) 0.317 (0.0166)
PKC DeepPS 0.79 (0.0003) 0.547 (0.0024) 0.804 (0.0047) 0.496 (0.0002)
- DeepPhos 0.738 (0.0002) 0.418 (0.005) 0.709 (0.009) 0.472 (0.0671)
- MusiteDeep 0.657 (0.001) 0.413 (0.007) 0.788 (0.0401) 0.378 (0.1011)

Notes: Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), Average Precision (AP),
Accuracy, and F1-score (F1) between the actual test values and the predicted test values.

baselines as it was prone to overfitting. We also then attempted to model the problem using

only a transformer. However, again we found that the overfitting problem was amplified with

the use of a transformer.

Nevertheless, as previous work in genomics has indicated the combination of a con-

volutional and recurrent model provided the best overall results, we opted to use a set of
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transformer layers in our model as it meant we could parallelise the training process reduced

the total time required to complete training. The convolutional layers then easily summarised

the sparse nature of the protein data before the transformer network was then used to model

the long-range dependencies between the amino acids. When experimenting with the DeepPS

model, we found that by using focal loss to train the network, we were able to utilise the com-

plete training dataset (in contrast to the balancing or bootstrapping strategies used by Wang

et al., in which there was a marginal difference in their approaches using either method).

Additionally, by using the focal loss to train our model, we overcame a lot of the

overfitting that occurs during the training procedure. Early experiments using weighted

binary cross-entropy found that the network unsurprisingly still favoured the negative class

as it greatly outnumbered the positive examples. We also tried training the algorithm with

binary cross-entropy loss but with a balanced subset of the original training data. We found

it had the opposite effect as the model then began favouring the positive class. It was only by

using focal loss that we achieved a balance between both class types. Given the success of

this approach, it could easily be applied to other PTM prediction tasks using suitable training

datasets. Figure 6.4 we have plotted the ROC curves for each deep learning model tested

within the general phosphorylation task. DeepPS outperforms the other two benchmarks

with a larger area under the curve value. However, there is still room for improvement for

this model if a lower false-positive rate is required.

We also tested DeepPS on a set of kinase families, CDK, PKA, CK2, MAPK and PKC,

all of which were also previously used to validate the performance of previous baselines as

shown in Table 6.4. We again used five-fold cross-validation (i.e. no overlap between folds)

to test the performance of the models on each of the kinase-specific sites. Just like previous

examples, pre-training was used to develop a final kinase-specific model. A pre-trained

version of the DeepPS model was fine-tuned using the limited kinase-specific data. Again,

we see that the DeepPS model easily outperforms both baselines. Since there were only a
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limited number of kinase-specific examples, the model benefitted from a pre-training strategy.

In doing so, we avoided the network aggressively overfitting heavily to the kinase datasets,

which provided the best results.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter presents a state-of-the-art deep learning approach to both general and kinase-

specific phosphorylation site prediction without requiring any additional feature engineering

steps. Our approach merges the benefits of using both convolutional and transformer layers

to model this problem. In doing so, we can identify critical patterns within the protein by

first using the convolutional layers to represent the local structure before analysing the global

structure of the protein using a set of transformer layers. Furthermore, by applying focal loss

function during training, we could utilise all the negative data without causing the model to

overfit this class.

However, more experimentation is required to incorporate additional information about

the protein and the actual site being classified. This will allow the model to differentiate

sites that can be potentially phosphorylated in specific proteins from those that it cannot. In

future work, we should consider a pre-trained phosphorylation model and a network that has

been pre-trained on the protein sequences. Also, since the output for a time-step is calculated

from the entire history instead of only the inputs and current hidden-state, a transformer

network is also less efficient at long sequence lengths. This can be problematic in the case of

modelling proteins as these sequences can be thousands of amino acids long. New methods

should consider incorporating information about the complete protein into the model’s input.

However, we have attempted to visualise and understand the inner workings of the DeepPS

model through t-SNE plots and cluster maps. More work must be done to make deep learning

models more interpretable to the user, accelerating the scientific understanding and revealing

the underlying biological mechanisms that operate within each kinase.
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In previous chapters, we have shown the potential for protein modelling by using a

pre-trained transformer neural network. This chapter extends this framework by employing a

hybrid deep learning model that incorporates both convolutional and transformer layers. We

shall proceed to the final research chapter, building on the previous chapters and again using a

hybrid deep learning model that now incorporates graph-convolutional and transformer layers

to predict drug-target binding affinity. Once again, we apply pre-training and fine-tuning to

achieve the best results.





Chapter 7

Modelling Drug-Target Binding Affinity

In the previous chapters, we have achieved state-of-the-art performance in a series of protein

modelling tasks by first pre-training our deep learning model before fine-tuning it to a given

task. This chapter will again implement pre-training to optimise a hybrid deep learning

model that contains both graph-convolutional and transformer layers before tuning this

model to predict drug-target binding affinity.

We seek to leverage a set of BERT-style models that have been pre-trained on vast

quantities of both protein and drug data. The encodings produced by each model are then

utilised as node representations for a graph convolutional neural network, which in turn

are used to model the interactions without the need to simultaneously fine-tune both protein

and drug BERT models to the task. We evaluate the performance of our approach on two

drug-target interaction datasets that were previously used as benchmarks in recent work.

Our results significantly improve upon a vanilla BERT baseline approach as well as

the former state-of-the-art methods for each task dataset. Our approach builds upon past

work in two key areas; firstly, we take full advantage of two large pre-trained BERT models

that provide improved representations of task-relevant properties of both drugs and proteins.

Secondly, inspired by work in natural language processing that investigates how linguistic

structure is represented in such models, we perform interpretability analyses that allow us to
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locate functionally-relevant areas of interest within each drug and protein. By modelling the

drug-target interactions as a graph instead of a set of isolated interactions, we demonstrate

the benefits of combining large pre-trained models and a graph neural network to make

state-of-the-art predictions on drug-target binding affinity.1

7.1 Introduction

In recent years, deep learning has been used to model Drug-Target Interactions (DTIs) as

it is ideally suited to handle large datasets without requiring feature engineering. By using

deep learning to map out the drug-target landscape, one can quickly identify the proteins that

are targeted by each drug – thereby accelerating drug discovery during clinical trials [396].

Initial applications of machine learning models posed this as a classification problem due to

the variability between each interaction pair [397–399]. However, these early approaches do

not provide enough information about the actual binding affinity value, which is troublesome

when one seeks to learn the potency of a particular drug-target pair. Deep learning now plays

an important role in determining patterns in complex drug-target systems. Applications of

deep learning are becoming ubiquitous in drug-drug interaction modelling [400, 401], as

well as forming predictions for protein-protein interactions [402–404], and the identification

novel drug-target interactions [405–408, 5].

In recent work, the focus has moved away from developing classification models. Instead,

the drug-target identification problem has been formulated as a regression task requiring

the model to predict the binding affinity value directly. Building a regression model can

rank therapeutic drugs, which makes it more practical at identifying optimal compounds

when a broad set of drugs are being analysed. These measured affinity values may include

1This work was submitted to the Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and
Biology Society. IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society. Annual International Conference, 2021
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measurements such as dissociation constant (Kd) [299], inhibition constant (Ki) [409] or the

half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) [410].

In this chapter, we will consider a BERT [3, 309] model and a RoBERTa [411] model

that has been pre-trained on a large corpus of protein and drug data respectfully. During

training, both models are used to provide node embeddings to the graph convolutional neural

network (GCN) applied to model the interactions between the drug-target pairs. Our approach

improves upon past work in two key areas; firstly, our method capitalises on two pre-trained

BERT style networks, which provide robust embeddings for each drug and protein. These

models can also be used to visualise the critical areas of interest within each drug-target

pair. Such insights will benefit the field of computational biology as it becomes easier for

the end-user to distil the knowledge from these models. Secondly, our method implements a

GCN to model the interaction between individual pairs instead of past work that use a simple

multiple layer perceptron (MLP) to predict the binding affinity value of each interaction.

In most cases, the total number of unique drugs and proteins tested during these experi-

ments is limited, which does not provide a complete depiction of how a particular drug or

target protein might operate under the same experimental conditions. We seek to address

these issues through the use of pre-training and graph neural networks. End-to-end, our

approach will encode any drug protein even if it is not present within the original datasets.

By implementing this modelling style, our approach will analyse and determine the essential

features within each protein and drug sequence without causing the models to overfit the

limited number of labelled examples observed during training.

7.2 Related Work

Previous machine learning methods relied on scoring functions and a series of feature-

engineered steps to transform the original drug-protein pair before producing a final prediction

[27, 412, 413]. These approaches did not generalise well, as the machine learning models
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were optimised on a feature set engineered from only a few observations. This limited scope

provided less information about the raw interaction between the drug, and the protein [414].

Examples include Kronecker Regularised Least Squares (Kron-RLS) [415] algorithm that

utilised drug similarity information, and a Smith-Waterman similarity representation [416]

of each target protein to model interaction values by formulating it as a regression problem

[416]. This kernel approach performed well, given its lack of complexity, which stopped the

model from overfitting during training. Later, He et al. designed a gradient boosting machine

learning model [417] that was trained using network-based features from the observed drugs,

targets, and drug-target interactions from each dataset [408]. The training data was based

on the drugs and targets, which formed the graph’s nodes, while the binding affinity values

represented the edges. The Simboost algorithm was a significant jump from the Kron-RLS. It

included a far more extensive and rigorous feature set while also utilising a more sophisticated

machine learning algorithm. However, both methods share the same constraint as they can

only model a summarisation of the raw data available for the drug-target interaction.

Recent work in the subfields of natural language processing (NLP) [285, 286, 3], and

computer vision [304, 305, 307], has produced state-of-the-art results using deep learning

approaches and have recently revealed the value of pre-training large train models before

tacking specific tasks. However, such methods have yet to be rigorously tested within the

context of drug-protein modelling. One of the main drawbacks to applying deep learning is the

sacrifice of interpretability, as it becomes increasingly challenging to distil the knowledge of

the model. Öztürk et al. designed a deep learning model for a set of DTI regression tasks that

aimed to predict the binding affinity scores by utilising a set of convolutional neural networks

(CNN) [5]. The proposed model comprised two individual three-layer CNNs adopted to

encode the drug (i.e. SMILES strings) and target (i.e. protein sequences), respectively. The

final features produced by each CNN were then max pooled and concatenated together before

finally being passed through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to form a prediction for the
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Fig. 7.1 Overview of the BERT-GCN Approach.

binding affinity. Since the DeepDTA model incorporates CNN models to encode both the

drug and the protein, it could only capture local dependencies within the SMILES strings

and protein sequences.

Later, Shin et al. improved upon the DeepDTA model by replacing the drug CNN compo-

nent with a pre-trained character transformer that unified both transformer and convolutional

neural networks [418]. The drug transformer was pre-trained using the PubChem database

and was a clear improvement over a CNN as it was better at capturing long-range dependen-

cies in the drug sequence. Such a characteristic is vital to model intermolecular interactions

properly, as a deep learning model should incorporate all the information about the structure

of both the drug and the protein. However, the Shin et al. model still included a set of

convolutional layers designed to extract features from the protein, and therefore suffered at

accurately modelling the complete sequence of amino acids [418]. It should be noted that

the transformer within the Shin et al. model required further fine-tuning to each interaction

dataset before it could produce better results over the DeepDTA model [418].
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7.3 Materials and Methods

The modelling scheme used in this chapter is broken down into two parts, as outlined in

Figure 7.1. Firstly each drug-protein pair is encoded into a vector representation by the

pre-trained BERT and RoBERTa models. Our work improves upon past work by employing

these state-of-the-art pre-trained models to provide robust representations for each drug and

protein. The protein BERT model [3] was initially pre-trained and published by Rao et al.

[309] with masked-token prediction based on a large corpus of protein sequences collected

from the recently curated Pfam database [362]. The protein BERT model consisted of twelve

layers with a hidden size of 512 units and 12 attention heads. Each protein is encoded using a

standard variable encoding scheme with the complete vocabulary containing thirty characters,

including the special characters. The drug RoBERTa model [411] was initially pre-trained

by Chithrananda et al. [419] on 250,000 Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System

(SMILES) strings from the ZINC15 database of drug-like molecules [420], again it was

pre-trained using masked-token prediction [419]. From the raw SMILES strings, the drugs

were tokenised using a Byte-Pair Encoder (BPE) via the Huggingface tokeniser library [421],

which is one of the most commonly applied subword encoding algorithms in natural language

processing. Subword algorithms such as BPE can decompose rare words into frequently

occurring subwords, allowing DNNs to model large vocabularies without hindering the

model’s performance with out-of-vocabulary words. In our context, the subword encoding

algorithm breaks the SMILES string into commonly occurring subsequences, and it is then

able to find the most optimal vocabulary by iteratively merging symbols within the original

SMILES string until the best segmentations was determined [422]. Additional tokens were

included in this vocabulary (i.e. to denote special tokens for unknown characters, padding,

separation and masked characters), such as to avoid unknown tokens during the pre-training

stage.
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Fig. 7.2 Average attention values within the Drug RoBERTa model.
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In Figures 7.2a-7.3a, we visualise the average attention across the final layer of each

model for another example drug-target pair. These plots show that no two heads of the final

layer attend to the same information within either drug or protein. By taking an average

across each layer and head within the models in Figures 7.2b-7.2c and 7.3b-7.3c, we can

uncover what part of each drug and protein is most influential to its final vector representation.

From Figures 7.2b-7.2c, one can see that the RoBERTa drug model pays special attention to

the positioning of the brackets within the SMILES string and the number of carbons included

in each branch. This is to be expected as the model progressively learns the overall structure

of the drug from the sequence of n-grams. When considering Figures 7.3b-7.3c, the protein

BERT model appears to pay more attention to specific parts of the protein sequence in the

later layers (e.g. binding sites and contacts), which is in line with the findings from Vig et

al. [347].

7.3.1 Modelling Scheme

As in previous work, we will model the drug-target interaction as a regression task, whereby

the model must produce predictions of the binding affinity scores. As mentioned above, our

approach adopts a pair of pre-trained BERT models that contain six and twelve layers for the

drug and protein model, respectively, as outlined in Figure 7.1. An average pooling layer

follows these layers in both models to produce a final vector representation for each drug and

protein.

In Figure 7.1 we have outlined three critical steps to the modelling process. In step 1, a

set of drugs and proteins are encoded using the respective drug and protein BERT models

to form a set of embeddings. To accurately model how each drug and protein interact with

one another, we have opted for using a set of graph convolutional layers (GCN) layers [182],

please see section 2.5.4 for more details on graph convolutional layers. In step 2, we enrich

these embeddings by passing them through a set of GCN layers designed to incorporate
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information based on neighbouring interactions with other drugs and proteins. Once a group

of drugs and proteins have been embedded using their respective BERT model, they form the

nodes of a drug-protein graph, and the edges of this graph are made up of previously known

drug-protein affinity values. This allows the network to learn a complete representation

of each drug and protein, thereby avoiding training our algorithm with excessive padding

[5, 418]. During training, a subset of these drug-protein affinity values (i.e. edges) is masked

out to be used for validating the model’s performance. The rest of the affinity values are

then used for training the model pipeline. Residual connections are employed between

each GCN layer to improve training and the overall performance of the model. Once the

model has collected local features based on the original BERT embeddings followed by the

output of each GCN layer, these final features are then concatenated once more to form

the drug-protein interaction pairs. Then in step 3, these interaction features are then passed

through dense layers to reduce the final interaction features into a prediction for the binding

affinity scores. Mean squared error (MSE) is used as a loss function as we optimise our

model via the Adam optimisation algorithm [164], with the default learning rate of 0.001.

Once the network has been suitably trained, it can encode each drug-protein pair and analyse

how the observed interactions dictate the affinity values.

7.3.2 Tasks

Following [5], our approach was evaluated on two separate benchmark datasets, the Davis

kinase dataset [299] and the KIBA dataset [300], as summarised in Table 7.1. For both

datasets, the drugs were represented in the SMILES string format and were downloaded

using their individual PubChem CIDs to query the Pubchem compound database [423]. For

the protein sequences, the accession number of each protein was used to locate and extract

the protein sequence from the UniProt protein database [424]. The Davis dataset includes

interactions between a subset of selectivity assays from a kinase protein family and a set
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Table 7.1 Summary of the two downstream tasks (Adapted from [5]).

Proteins Drugs Interactions
Davis (Kd) 442 68 30,056
KIBA 229 2111 118,254

of inhibitors, which were measured using the dissociation constant (Kd) across 442 unique

proteins and 68 unique drugs. As in previous work [408, 5], we use the log-transform of the

Kd values. As the majority of the Davis dataset is inactive, it leads to a highly unbalanced

distribution as a majority of the interactions either have such a low binding affinity value (i.e.

Kd > 10,000 nM) or was not observed in the primary screen [425].

The KIBA dataset was filtered during the Simboost study to yield a total of 229 unique

proteins, and 2,111 unique drugs [408]. This dataset was designed to cover the bioactivity of

specific kinase inhibitors from various studies, which were combined to include interactions

based on Ki, Kd and IC50 values [300]. For more information on how the KIBA scores were

generated, please see citations [408].

The value of using a GCN approach to model the drug-target interactions as opposed

to fine-tuning both BERT models simultaneously is realised when we consider the typical

sequence length of either drug or protein. In the Davis dataset, the maximum drug length

is 103 (average: 64), and the maximum protein length is 2,549 (average: 788). In the

KIBA dataset, the maximum drug length is 590 (average: 58), and the maximum protein

length is 4,128 (average: 728). To fine-tune BERT models of this size would become very

computationally expensive as a considerable amount of padding would be required during

this fine-tuning stage, which would increase the time required to optimise both models to the

interaction task.
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Table 7.2 Results for the two downstream tasks.

Dataset Method MSE (std) CI (std) r2
m (std) AUPR (std)

Davis BERT-GCN (Ours) 0.199 (0.003) 0.896 (0.002) 0.741 (0.002) 0.806 (0.007)
BERT-MLP (Ours) 0.311 (0.009) 0.862 (0.004) 0.589 (0.022) 0.721 (0.009)
MT-DTI [418] 0.245 0.887 (0.003) 0.665 (0.014) 0.730 (0.014)
DeepDTA [5] 0.261 0.878 (0.004) 0.630 (0.017) 0.714 (0.010)
SimBoost [408] 0.282 0.872 (0.002) 0.644 (0.006) 0.709 (0.008)
KronRLS [425] 0.379 0.871 (0.001) 0.407 (0.005) 0.661 (0.010)

Kiba BERT-GCN (Ours) 0.149 (0.001) 0.888 (0.001) 0.761 (0.009) 0.838 (0.003)
BERT-MLP (Ours) 0.282 (0.005) 0.803 (0.002) 0.580 (0.008) 0.748 (0.008)
MT-DTI [418] 0.152 0.882 (0.001) 0.738 (0.006) 0.837 (0.003)
DeepDTA [5] 0.194 0.863 (0.002) 0.673 (0.009) 0.788 (0.004)
SimBoost [408] 0.222 0.836 (0.001) 0.629 (0.007) 0.760 (0.003)
KronRLS [425] 0.411 0.782 (0.001) 0.342 (0.001) 0.635 (0.004)

7.4 Results and discussion

To properly evaluate the predictive performance of our model, we calculated the mean square

error (MSE), Concordance Index (CI) [426], r2
m index, and Area Under Precision-Recall

(AUPR) (i.e. utilised for binary predictions) scores for all predictions, as shown in Table 7.2.

To calculate the AUPR scores for either dataset, the binding activity values were binarised by

selecting a particular threshold value. Following previous evaluation using these datasets for

the SimBoost and DeepDTA models [408, 5], a threshold value of 7 was used for binarising

pKd values in the Davis dataset and a value of 12.1 was used for the KIBA dataset.

For a fair comparison to the previous models, we also performed a five-fold cross-

validation procedure using only the training data to ensure that models were not overfitting

before validating the performance of our approach using a held-out test dataset. Table 7.2

also includes the standard deviation for each metric across all five-folds for both datasets. In

some cases, the standard deviation is missing from previous models as it was not provided in

the literature. We evaluated our approach on the same independent test set used in previous

studies to give an unbiased final measure of performance in each dataset. We then tested

our BERT-GCN approach against using a vanilla BERT approach to model the interaction

(MLP-BERT). In addition to the DeepDTA and SimBoost models, we also compared our
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model to the KronRLS algorithm, which like SimBoost is based on employing similarity

matrices for both drugs and proteins as input features to the model [425]. Finally, we also

examined the MT-DTI approach that learned only drug sequence representation with a BERT

block and retained a similar CNN to encode each protein, much like the DeepDTA model

[418].

When the vanilla BERT encodings were used as inputs to an MLP, there appeared to

be no performance benefits from using these large pre-trained networks. This result is

unsurprising as neither the protein BERT model nor the drug RoBERTa model was fine-

tuned simultaneously to model drug-protein interactions. As mentioned, given that protein

and drug sequences can be considerably long, it would have been far too computationally

expensive to run both models to perform fine-tuning. However, to capitalise on the pre-

training conducted for both BERT networks, we were motivated to find a solution that used

both pre-trained models and was also computationally feasible to the end-user. To improve

upon the previous pre-trained results, we tested the combination of using these pre-trained

models in coordination with a set of GCN layers, which would then model the interactions

between the proteins and drugs. This method outperformed all baseline methods with the

lowest average MSE scores for both the Davis and Kiba datasets and likewise achieved the

highest CI, r2
m and AUPR scores on both datasets.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a deep learning model capable of accurately predicting drug-

target binding affinity values. By adopting a pair of pre-trained BERT models and a graph

convolutional neural network, and without manually engineering any features about the

biochemistry of these interactions, this model was able to encode the sequence representations

of both drugs and targets to produce state-of-the-art results. We evaluated our approach on two

benchmark datasets and compared our model to previous state-of-the-art machine learning
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and deep learning baselines. Our results indicated that the predefined features produced by

the BERT models alone could not sufficiently be applied to represent a drug-target interaction.

However, when additional GCN layers were used to learn each interaction as a component

of a more extensive network, the performance increased significantly compared to baseline

methodologies for both datasets. Furthermore, without the need to directly fine-tune both

BERT models to the DTI task, we improved performance by using a graph neural network to

overcome this computationally expensive process.

This study provides a method that utilises state-of-the-art pre-trained models to produce

the most accurate interaction network for binding affinity prediction. Our approach saves

time and computational resources with regards to training and provides the best overall

performance compared to past state-of-the-art approaches that required additional feature

engineering. In future work, we aim to utilise better pre-trained models that apply subword

encoding algorithms during pre-training and build an interpretable graph neural network

system that operates on these pre-trained encodings to provide improved predictions for

novel interactions. Overall, this chapter draws the research portion of the thesis to an end. In

the following final chapter, we conclude the overall PhD by discussing the contributions of

each research chapter while also considering future directions within this domain.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

The main aim of this thesis was to investigate how deep learning can take full advantage of the

influx of omic data that is presently available. The techniques covered throughout this thesis

focused primarily on applying proteomic data to improve methods used to extract meaningful

biological insights into the data and accelerate biomarker research. Within each chapter

of this thesis, we have demonstrated the potential of deep learning to positively impact

proteomic research by producing highly accurate and precise decision-making algorithms

that are entirely transparent to the end-user. The main goals of this thesis were to address the

following questions:

1. Does pre-training a DL model on vast quantities of proteomic data improve its overall

performance once it has been fine-tuned to a set of downstream tasks?

2. Can metric learning be used to improve the fine-tuning process when only a limited

amount of labelled proteomic data is available?

3. Once a DL model has been fine-tuned to a downstream task, can it be used to identify

patterns (i.e. motifs) within an amino-acid sequence that are linked to the protein’s

function?
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Taking the technical chapter of this thesis in aggregate, we have addressed these questions

and provided evidence that deep learning is now the standard for effective machine learning

within omic research. In each research chapter, we improved our ability to predict critical

functional properties of a protein, which could be used to understand the underlying biology

of a disease condition (i.e. prevent and treat disease conditions). In each research chapter of

this thesis, we solve the first question by adapting state-of-the-art deep learning techniques

from the subfields of natural language processing and computer vision and reach state-of-the-

art performance when modelling proteomic data. More specifically, in Chapters 3, 5, 6 and 7,

we solved the second question. We proved that a deep learning model could be improved by

initially pre-training the network on the vast quantity of unlabeled proteomic resources. At

the same time, in each chapter, we investigated how our approaches address the black-box

DL problem by providing an interpretable model for the end-user, thereby addressing the

third and final question using either t-SNE plots, saliency maps or visualising the attention

weights of a model.

In the introductory chapter of the thesis, we outlined the main aims and motivations

behind conducting this research in the context of the current research questions in biology

and biomedical informatics.

Chapter 2 provided context for the research by reviewing the latest machine learning

literature relating to omic research. In this chapter, we did not limit our survey to only

applications within proteomic research. We also included the latest applications of deep

learning within genomics and transcriptomics, which presented a clearer picture of the open

problems of applying deep learning to omic research. In addition, we covered a range of

deep learning architectures that have gained popularity in recent years within other domains

such as computer vision and natural language processing. We concluded Chapter 2 by

discussing each example by describing the advantages and disadvantages of applying such

an architecture to this type of omic data. Although the experiments in this thesis focused on
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proteomics and drug-protein interactions, the methods employed could be applied to other

kinds of sequence-based data within bioinformatics, including genomics.

Chapter 3 is the first research chapter, where we investigated how modern techniques

featured in natural language processing can be applied to proteomic research. This chapter

covers the application of subword encoding algorithms on amino-acid sequences. In doing so,

we increased the vocabulary size to improve model training and avoid embedding saturations

while also reducing the over sequence length of each protein, thereby reducing the time

and cost required to model proteins. While the previous solutions were based on using

no prior encoding scheme or a simple tri-gram encoder that would break an amino-acid

sequence into triplets, this approach is relatively trivial, does not account for the frequency

of each tri-gram, and does not leverage state-of-the-art sequence encoding approached in

Natural Language Processing. Although this was the only chapter to feature the application

of subword encodings, it could be a future direction for deep learning model within omic

research. This chapter also demonstrates the benefits of using a pre-trained network to model

protein functionality as it led to state-of-the-art performance.

Chapter 4 discusses the application of metric learning to improve the deep learning

models when there is a limited number of labelled examples. This work improves upon

the results of Chapter 3 as we apply a more sophisticated deep learning model (i.e. a CNN

model) that has become popular in modelling omic data. The work develops a technique to

train a more complex network such as a CNN without causing it to overfit during training. It

also provides a flexible methodology that can be applied for both regression and classification

using deep learning. This chapter shows that using modern deep learning techniques to

encode a protein can improve upon previous baselines and enhance the amount of information

gleaned from each task. The triplet-style network allowed us to take full advantage of a

limited dataset and displayed the potential of deep learning in this problem domain when

suitable techniques are applied. This chapter identified the disadvantage of merely relying on
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a pre-trained model that has not been fine-tuned to the downstream task. We showed this for

the same benchmark datasets used in Chapter 3. This idea is carried forward to Chapter 4,

where we combine pre-training and metric learning to produce state-of-the-art results.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are closely linked and help to answer our stated goals. In Chapter

5, we combine the methods featured in both proceeding chapters by taking a pre-training

BERT transformer model that has been pre-trained on a vast amount of proteomic data before

using the triplet style approach to fine this network to each of the four downstream tasks.

When using both pre-training and deep metric learning strategies, we observed state-of-

the-art results for all downstream tasks compared to using one of these approaches. This

investigation has shown that deep learning can still be applied to produce state-of-art results

for protein sequence analysis regardless of the number of observations within the dataset.

More specifically, we have highlighted the potential for pre-training within the field; through

pre-training, large amounts of unlabelled data can be leveraged to implement a model that is

tuned to specific downstream tasks. Furthermore, by visualising the intermediate features

generated by the BERT model, we can provide insight into the function of a protein as we

measured the impact of specific modifications featured in all four downstream tasks. These

techniques will allow us to take full advantage of the rise in the number of known protein

sequences while also reducing the cost and time required to measure such properties of a

protein accurately.

In Chapter 6, we analyse the applications of deep learning within other areas of proteomic

modelling. Our approach merges the benefits of using both convolutional and transformer

layers to model this problem. In doing so, we can identify critical patterns within the protein

by first using the convolutional layers before analysing the global statistical structure of these

features using a set of transformer layers. We could utilise all the negative data without

causing the model to overfit to this class by applying a focal loss function during training.

We also tested our approach on a set of kinase families, CDK, PKA, CK2, MAPK and PKC,
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all of which were also previously used to validate the performance of previous baselines.

Like previous chapters, a pre-training was performed before fine-tuning the model to kinase-

specific data, which easily outperformed both baselines. Since there was only a limited

number of kinase-specific examples, the model benefited from using a pre-training strategy.

In doing so, we avoided the network from aggressively overfitting to the kinase datasets,

which provided the best overall results.

In the final research chapter, we propose a deep learning model capable of predicting

the binding affinity of a drug-target pair using only drug and protein sequences. We used a

pair of pre-trained BERT models along with and a graph convolutional neural network to

produce encodings for the raw sequence data and provide accurate affinity predictions. In

performing experiments on two DTA datasets, we compared the performance of our proposed

model with recent studies that employed both machine learning and deep learning as our

baselines. Our results showed that a significant boost in performance could be achieved

using predefined features from a BERT model and an additional GCN to learn interactions

between the proteins and drugs based on raw sequence data. Furthermore, without directly

fine-tuning both BERT models to the DTI task, we improved performance by using a graph

neural network to overcome a computationally expensive process. By analysing only the

character representations of a drug and a protein respectfully, this study provides a method

that utilises state-of-the-art pre-trained models to produce the most accurate interaction

network for binding affinity prediction. Our approach not only saves time and computational

resources with regards to training, but it also provides the best overall performance when

compared to past baselines that required additional feature engineering.

8.1 Future Work

As always, there is still plenty of opportunities to improve deep learning within this space,

with many additional areas that still need to be investigated. However, in this section, we
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shall cover the gaps that currently need to be addressed in the future to produce some

exciting results. We begin by considering the future direction of pre-training deep learning

models within this space as it becomes more frequent within other domains such as computer

vision (CV) [351, 337, 352], and natural language processing (NLP) [285, 308]. With the

introduction of Transformers [273] we have seen pre-training being used to reach state-of-the-

art (SOA) performance for several tasks within NLP [285–287, 3, 288] and CV [427–429].

Once these large networks have been pre-trained, we can extract meaningful features from

these models and use them in subsequent supervised models (i.e. transfer-learning). In future

omic research, transformer-based models will be used more frequently to analyse amino-acid

sequences or encode protein structures to determine their specific functions. As the number

of known amino-acid sequences dramatically outnumbers the amount of protein structure

data [430], transformers could be used to close the sequence-structure knowledge gap since

it is still very costly and time-consuming to determine the structure of a protein, which will

be vital to accelerating our understanding of the function of each protein.

Another way that large pre-trained deep learning models will accelerate computational

biology is to remove the reliance on evolutionary or structural information. Previously,

deep learning models have achieved state-of-the-art (SOA) results by combing additional

information (i.e. evolutionary information (EI)) with the original amino-acid sequence

[270, 325, 431, 432, 432]. Including this information as input to the model allows it to learn

more about the structural or functional features within the protein. One of the most recent

advancements in protein structure prediction (i.e. 3D structures), AlphaFold2, is based on this

exact combination of EI and deep learning [433]. However, collecting EI for a set of proteins

can be very time-consuming and computationally expensive [434]. It requires searching for

all neighbouring proteins within that protein family before performing a multiple sequence

alignment (MSA). In some cases, the EI might not be available for a particular protein which

could reduce the utility of some of the previously mentioned deep learning models.
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Pre-training has started to become more frequent within proteomic research [435, 436,

345, 437, 438, 309, 439]. These examples avoid the need for EI as they extract meaningful

features from the protein based on the network’s knowledge from pre-training and achieve

SOA performance without using EI. However, there are still some open questions with

regards to improving the pre-training process of these large deep learning models; Firstly,

should the pre-training dataset (i.e. corpora) be a validated set of proteins (e.g. UniPort [2]),

or a more extensive redundant set of proteins? Through this question, one would hope to

discover a correlation between the diversity of proteins within the corpora and the prediction

performance during the transfer-learning stage. Secondly, is there a trade-off between the

model’s size (i.e. the number of trainable parameters) and its predictive performance? It

will also be interesting to determine the upper limit of these transformer-based models or

whether they are large enough to capture all the information within the data. Also, one should

consider some of the more recent transformer models, which are better at handling longer

sequences, making them ideal for analysing protein sequences (e.g. sparse Transformers

[440], Reformer model [441], or the Linformer model [442]). Another question is whether

additional tasks regarding the proteins structure or evolutionary information would aid the

pre-training process? This will address the benefits of multi-task learning during pre-training

within this domain. Finally, one of the biggest questions is whether future (pre-trained) deep

learning models will eventually surpass EI dependent models to provide superior predictions?

If possible, it will dramatically affect computational biology by reducing the cost and

time required for future omic research. In the future, as these transformer-based methods

become more prevalent in CV and NLP, we should see most of the current (e.g. CNN/RNN)

approaches in omic research being replaced with far larger pre-trained transformer-based

methods that have been fine-tuned to the downstream tasks.

This thesis introduced a set of novel models designed to predict protein functional

properties using metric learning. We have proved that the embeddings generated from the
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methods capture essential features at a protein-specific level without requiring additional EI

(i.e. MSA), reducing the time and cost needed to achieve SOA performance. We will now

consider some further questions surrounding improving metric learning within the space.

Firstly, we should consider how the performance of metric learning might be affected by

changing the pre-trained network architecture (i.e. other transformer models or adjusting

the final embedding size). Is there a minimum number of data points required to reach

a stable model using metric learning? Beyond the results captured within the thesis, one

could explore how architecture, hyperparameters and dataset size dictate the performance of

using metric learning during the transfer-learning stage. We could also consider other metric

learning methods such as supervised contrastive learning [443], learning to rank [444], rank

list loss [445] and n-pair loss [446].

In the future, we need to consider metric-learning methods that exploit as much detail

from the information available within a dataset, which will be vital when we consider smaller

experimental datasets aiming for good generalisation to an arbitrary number of examples

within a class. For example, in instances that use N-pair loss [446], we see could use a

deep learning model to discriminate between a positive example and a large set of negative

examples within each batch during training. Supervised contrastive learning extends this idea

by also using a large group of positive examples within the training batch [443] combining the

concept of noise contrastive estimation and N-pair losses training to produce SOA results. To

this end, one should also examine more efficient means of mining (i.e. hard positive/negative

mining) a training dataset for the most informative data points (i.e. non-trivial examples)

to reduce the training time. These methods should also extract the most discriminative

embeddings from the knowledge of a pre-trained network. An additional question to ask is

whether we should be using intermediate embeddings generated from the model, as Vig et

al. have showcased that a pre-trained transformer model focuses structural and functional

information at different layers within the model [347]. Another avenue to consider is how
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metric learning can better prepare a deep learning model for analysing unseen mutations

within a protein (i.e. robustness). Also, what are the best practices for splitting a dataset up

into a training and validation set? For example, if there is a lack of diversity in the validation

set, it could lead to inflated performance.

Future work should also aim to utilise better pre-trained models that apply improved

subword encoding algorithms during pre-training and build an interpretable system that

operates on these pre-trained encodings. From this thesis, one obvious next step would be to

advance the work presented in Chapter 5 to include the subword encoding algorithms from

Chapter 3. The promising results from Chapter 3 introduce whether subword algorithms

can further improve the performance when combined with more sophisticated deep learning

algorithms, as featured in Chapters 4 and 5. Furthermore, given our results from using a

triplet network to tune the BERT model, there is potential for other forms of deep metric

learning, as discussed above. However, given the number of parameters already present

in the BERT model is may be computationally expensive to train particular metric-based

strategies. Therefore, more consideration must be put towards finding more efficient methods

to fine-tune these large pre-trained models. We postulate that subword encodings could

improve the encodings generated during pre-training by the BERT model. This will allow

the network to model a far more substantial vocabulary for each protein. Furthermore, by

implementing a subword encoding scheme, one will reduce the overall sequence length of

the protein, which in turn will reduce the time and cost required to perform pre-training.

Finally, we will close by considering the future direction of interpreting these pre-trained

networks. This section will also consider some of the literature recently published on

interpreting a transformer model [273] and how this will directly link to interpreting models

designed to analyse amino-acid sequences. Rogers et al. presented a prime example of

interpreting a BERT model through probing the individual layers on the model [354]. Later,

Vig et al. capitalised on this work to perform a similar analysis on a BERT model pre-trained
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on amino-acid sequences [347]. Whereby they used diagnostic classifiers [447] to interpret

the layers on the model. However, understanding these transformer models often begins

by simply interpreting the final embeddings [448–452], before considering the reasoning

behind the learned embeddings (i.e. learned knowledge of a proteins structural and functional

information) as this is a very popular topic in NLP [359, 356, 357, 453, 353, 454, 453, 455].

Therefore, more work should be done towards interpreting the (attention) mechanisms used

to produce the learned embeddings for a protein [456–458, 353]. For example, Vig et al.

have shown that the attention correlates to the substitution matrices (e.g. BLOSUM) used

for sequence alignment of proteins [347]. Since this is a popular area of research in NLP

[358, 459, 357], it would be interesting to see what other information could be correlated

to the attention weights of a pre-trained model [460–463]. This will allow us to decide if

a model is appropriate for specific protein downstream tasks. Techniques for visualising

these transformer models are also popular within NLP [273, 464–466], and other domains

[467, 468]. However, given the length of an amino-acid sequence, we may want to consider

new approaches to visualising how the model attends to key parts (i.e. in the context of its

structure).

Throughout every research chapter of this thesis, we have strived toward providing an

interpretable method to model a protein’s properties. However, we have attempted to visualise

and understand the inner workings of each model through t-SNE plots and cluster maps.

This could be further extended by adopting other recent methods in NLP, which have been

developed to understand how linguistic structure, lexical knowledge and task-relevant features

are encoded in transformer language models (for a review, see [469]). Further investigation

must be done into how we extract meaningful features from these large pre-trained networks,

whether through dimensionality reduction (e.g. t-SNE or PCA) or through some other form

white-box form of deep learning (e.g. visualising saliency or attention maps). By doing this

research, we will prove that these models can capture important biophysical properties of
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each protein. More work must be done to make deep learning models more interpretable to

the user, accelerating our understanding and revealing the underlying biological mechanisms

hidden within the data.
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